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The future of mechanical engineering can only be shaped collaboratively, courageously and by meeting challenges head-on. DMG MORI follows this principle and has taken responsibility for ensuring it is a reliable partner for customers by making its production environment future-proof. Hence, DMG MORI focuses on modular offers with innovative products and services for the customer’s entire value chain – real and digital!

Dr. Mori, we are currently experiencing a very challenging period in mechanical engineering. What is important at the moment?

Dr. Mori: At the moment, our focus is on the future of automation and digitization as well as close partnerships with our customers. These three pillars form the framework within which we continuously innovate our product and service portfolio – to ensure our customers are always up to date and that we are always able to improve, in close cooperation. Only when our customers are successful are we able to stay successful, too.

What is the role of automation?

Dr. Mori: During periods of upswing, the main focus is on building capacity as quickly as possible. Conversely, downturns provide time to critically examine internal processes in order to identify weaknesses and increase productivity and efficiency with targeted activities within the existing portfolio. And there is no better “tool” than that of automation, which allows sustainable and measurable success to be achieved more quickly and economically!

What does DMG MORI offer its customers in this respect?

Thönes: We believe that almost all of our machine tools will be automated in the future. This trend has once again picked up pace. We are perfectly equipped for this with our modular portfolio of 52 automation solutions for workpiece or pallet handling. This means a diverse range of 154 machine models from DMG MORI can be equipped or upgraded.
Investments in innovations are the only way out of the crisis. This is why automation and digitization are given top priority at DMG MORI.

Christian Thönes
Chairman of the Executive Board
DMG MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

We differentiate between on the one hand machine-specific solutions with integrated robots or gantry loaders, such as the Robo2Go or the PH Cell pallet handling system with its universal applications, and on the other hand highly scalable solutions with linear pallet systems or freely configurable automation modules from our WH Flex and Matris modular building blocks – always paired with our own computer technology and new central tool management.

Dr. Mori: No other supplier offers a comparable machine portfolio with such a comprehensive automation program. The diversity and wide range of services is important to be able to tailor each and every automation project individually to the actual application.

It is equally important to our customers that all our automation solutions come directly from DMG MORI and are thus supplied from a single source, from brainstorming and project development through setup and commissioning to service and availability of spare parts.

Digitization is the second field of the future that every production company has to grapple with. This trend has also accelerated in recent months, hasn’t it?

Thönes: That’s very true. Investments in innovations are the only way out of the crisis. That’s why automation and digitization are given top priority at DMG MORI. Above all, we see it as our duty to ensure our customers can make a systematic transition into the age of digitization; one that does not place too much burden on the company but nevertheless moves every company a decisive step forward. We have achieved exactly that with our Digital Manufacturing Package.

What does that mean?

Thönes: Imagine that you desperately want to attend an event but you are not allowed to enter or you no longer have a ticket. Do you know that feeling?

At DMG MORI we make sure that every door is open to customers when they begin their entry into digitization. To this end, the Digital Manufacturing Package offers all the essential features that a user requires for successful entry into the digital future.

1. Highly secure connectivity using the IoTconnector for open interaction within the company’s own network and with decentralized production networks.
2. Maximum transparency regarding the status of the machines on the shop floor with our Messenger.
3. A direct line to the DMG MORI service department to optimize your service processes – with our NETservice and free access from machines to our customer portal myDMG MORI.
4. We offer the CELOS update for more than 20,000 installed CELOS machines – and thus access to our numerous further developed APPs, as well as to external software systems with the Application Connector.

But you do provide more than this entry-level offering?

Thönes: That’s right, our digitization offer covers the entire shop floor – something that could be thought of as our customer’s living room. One example is the new cloud-based PLANNING BOARD, which allows planning processes to be optimized directly from the shop floor, finally making Excel redundant. One other example is the TULIP system for optimizing process flows in the workshop and assembly.

As I understand it, the system is already being used in-house?

Thönes: What’s more important is that more than 100 customers use the system successfully for process documentation, quality data acquisition, process data analysis, assembly instructions, staff training or machine monitoring.

What I personally find the most fascinating is the simplicity of the TULIP platform. Apps can be programed on the shop floor for the shop floor without any IT skills – “Build your own APP” by people for people.

Of course, that’s the reason why DMG MORI already uses TULIP at over 300 machining and assembly stations; for example in spindle assembly in Pfronten or now also in our new 4,000 m² monoBLOCK Excellence Factory!

What is special about the monoBLOCK Excellence Factory?

Dr. Mori: The core of the highly modern flowline assembly is an automated guided vehicle (AGV) transport system. These AGVs move the machines autonomously through the assembly process at a continuous
Only when our customers are successful are we able to stay successful, too.

Dr. Eng. Masahiko Mori
President and CEO
DMG MORI COMPANY LIMITED
100% CLIMATE NEUTRAL – NOW
DMG MORI ASSUMES HOLISTIC RESPONSIBILITY

FROM 2021: MANUFACTURING OF OUR MACHINES WITHOUT EMISSIONS

100% CLIMATE NEUTRAL MACHINE MANUFACTURING

SUPPLIERS + DMG MORI

NEUTRAL CO₂ FOOTPRINT OF ALL DMG MORI MACHINES – FROM THE RAW MATERIALS TO DELIVERY

1. NEUTRAL PRODUCT CARBON FOOTPRINT

All machines delivered from January 2021 will be manufactured in a climate-neutral way.

2. NEUTRAL COMPANY CARBON FOOTPRINT

DMG MORI has been climate neutral in its own value creation since May 2020.
FOLLOW OUR PATH TO CLIMATE NEUTRALITY

All-round sustainability to protect the environment. Our company carbon footprint – i.e. DMG MORI value creation – is already climate natural. We are now taking a further step: As one of the first industrial companies to do so, from 2021 we will be manufacturing all machines with a 100% climate-neutral product carbon footprint from the raw materials to delivery! Follow our example of the GREEN MACHINE: Together with our partner “Fokus Zukunft GmbH” we would be pleased to show you our path to climate neutrality!

We think in terms of all-round climate protection and also focus on green machine usage. The efficient operation of our machines with up to 30% energy savings ([GREEN] MODE) reduces costs and enables access to attractive subsidies. We would be happy to help you! Moreover, the solutions from DMG MORI play a key role in the production of green technologies such as wind and water power and new drives ([GREEN] TECH). To this end, our Excellence Centers have been building up specialized expertise in this area for many years. We would like to be an innovative partner for our customers in this field of the future.

Peter Frieß
Managing Director,
Fokus Zukunft GmbH
peter.friess@fokus-zukunft.com

UP TO 30% ENERGY SAVINGS*

1. CELOS APPS FOR TRANSPARENCY AND OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
2. INTELLIGENT, DEMAND-ORIENTED CONTROL
   - Frequency controlled hydraulic unit
   - Demand-based air purge
   - Cooling unit with added water
3. CONSUMPTION-OPTIMIZED COMPONENTS
   - Clamping cylinder oil leak alarm
   - LED work area light
   - Energy-efficient control cabinet cooling
4. ENERGY RECOVERY DURING BRAKING

*Compared to previous machine models

MACHINE UTILIZATION

CUSTOMER

MORE EFFICIENT ENERGY AND EMISSIONS MACHINE OPERATION

1. Up to 30% energy savings compared to previous machine models
2. Opens up access to many state subsidy programs – get in touch with us!

TECHNOLOGY EXCELLENCE FOR GREEN TECHNOLOGIES

1. Green technologies like wind power and electromobility are the most important leverage against climate change
2. DMG MORI is the innovation driver for the production of green technologies
Imagine that you really want to attend an event, but you are not allowed in or you have run out of tickets. You know the feeling?

At DMG MORI, we make sure that all doors are open to you when you get started with digitization. Use the DIGITAL MANUFACTURING PACKAGE to get your admission ticket to the digital value chain of the future – in a bundle of four at a special price of 999 euros.

The DIGITAL MANUFACTURING PACKAGE makes the existing machines on your shop floor digitally secure and future-proof. Create transparency through connectivity, react early to identified weak points in machines and processes – and connect production directly with the service competence of DMG MORI and the IT systems of corporate planning and control.

**1 DMG MORI CONNECTIVITY**

THE BASIS FOR UTILIZING FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES

+ **Connectivity**: IoTconnector including installation as the basis for connecting your machines to all major IoT platforms, such as ADAMOS or MindSphere
+ **future technologies**: Enables automated acquisition and evaluation of machine data (MDA) using all common machine protocols such as UPC-UA, MQTT, MII-con and umati
+ **Cost-effective configuration**: Standardized data points accessible without expensive signal configuration

**DATA SECURITY**

Maximum security for your data through optimal coordination of hardware and software from a single source

**2 MESSENGER**

HIGHER MACHINE UTILIZATION BY MEANS OF DETAILED MACHINE MONITORING

+ **Data connection**: Simple data connection via the IoTconnector
+ **Data-based decisions**: Status display and automated evaluation of machine data, status history, shift calendar and logbook for the machine
+ **Increase in productivity**: Improved machine utilization and higher volumes thanks to reduced downtimes

*from Windows 10
The DIGITAL MANUFACTURING PACKAGE with IoTconnector including installation by our service technician lays the foundation for all important future digital technologies – for just €999.

Dr. Damir Hrnjadovic
DMG MORI Digital GmbH Managing Director
damir.hrnjadovic@dmgmori.com

STATE SUBSIDY POSSIBLE!

---

3. NETservice

FASTER TROUBLESHOOTING THANKS TO MORE EFFICIENT SERVICE

+ Teamwork: More targeted and efficient processing of service requests by the team
+ Faster solutions: The data provided by the IoTconnectors can be used to find solutions
+ Cost savings: Maximization of machine operating time thanks to faster troubleshooting in the case of downtime and problems

4. CELOS UPDATE

HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY THANKS TO DIGITAL WORKFLOW APPS

+ New APPs: Access to all 27 new and further developed CELOS APPs from planning through production to service
+ APPLICATION CONNECTOR: Some applications, such as ERP, MES or NC and manufacturing data management, can be called up directly on the machine by the operator
+ TULIP PLAYER: Your own TULIP APPs can be called up directly in CELOS to track quality, production and errors with a link to external IoT hardware

---

Package offer
€ 999

myDMGMORI
YOUR ONLINE SERVICE PORTAL
More than 20,000 customers and over 80,000 machines already registered

---

STATE SUBSIDY POSSIBLE!
**Availability, fast support and transparency are the foundation for excellent service. You will have all this under control with myDMG MORI – and at no extra charge.**

Dr. Thomas Freitzeheim  
**Managing Director**  
DMG MORI Global Service GmbH

---

**A NEW SERVICE CONCEPT!**

**OVER 20,000 CUSTOMERS ALREADY RELY ON myDMG MORI AND WERKBLiQ**

**my DMG MORI will soon be celebrating its first birthday!**

Looking back, how do you think the customer portal has performed up to now? Very positively. After just one year, our customer portal myDMG MORI has become indispensable to our customers. You can experience the added benefits right from the first time you use it. The online service enquiry eliminates queues, searching for the machine number and also any misunderstandings when making a request. Thanks to the intuitive operation and the direct routing to the right service experts, myDMG MORI has proven itself as not only more convenient but also capable of finding a solution faster compared with reaching for the telephone. The myDMG MORI app makes it possible to track the process status at any time – live and from any location. And our customers really appreciate the availability of all documents.

**So the start has been extremely successful. What are the next steps?**

Well, we certainly won’t be resting on our laurels! A further milestone will be direct communication with the service expert responsible for the case throughout the entire period. Moreover, suitable solutions will also be provided based on the inquiry under the keyword “self-service”. What’s important is that myDMG MORI is and will remain free of charge.

**Is there any possibility of expanding myDMG MORI even further?**

Our customers will find a clearly visible upgrade button to WERKBLiQ in their myDMG MORI account. In addition, every user has the option of expanding their account on

---

**+ 30 % time-savings and maximum transparency compared to service hotlines**

**+ myDMG MORI has the right of way – the highest priority in processing**

**+ Track & trace – live and up-to-date processing status at all times**

**+ Free of charge – myDMG MORI is and will remain free of charge**
their own and moving up to a new level. The upgrade offers a whole range of new functions relating to the complete service cycles of the machine.

And what about “non-DMG MORI machines”? The majority of companies need to manage a heterogeneous machine fleet. Therefore, there is the option after the upgrade to add new master data to the platform as desired. Whether machine tool, roller shutter door or ladder – the freely configurable input screens provide a wide range of options for the creation of digital machine files that will leave no question from a customer unanswered.

To what extent does WERKBLiQ help to optimize maintenance and repair? WERKBLiQ opens up the possibility of mastering the change from reactive to proactive service in a targeted way. The calendar functions allow the user to decide in advance when the next service appointment should take place. This can be based on a time interval or according to various parameters e.g. exceeding or falling below a specified threshold value. Automatic emails and SMS triggers ensure an extra level of certainty for keeping appointments. And the best part: The service case is documented afterwards – automatically and correctly. This means you are able to see which colleague has performed the maintenance or repair of a machine.

Therefore: Take the next step and test the WERKBLiQ upgrade for 30 days without any obligation!
Jörg Lintzen GmbH has been a competent partner in the machining of complex precision components for customers from the automotive industry and other demanding sectors since 1966. 14 experienced staff underpin this success. They use modern machine tools from DMG MORI mainly for the production of prototypes and small batches. End-to-end digitization of the processes boosts efficiency. The latest example is the PLANNING BOARD, part of the cloud-based DMG MORI PLANNING & CONTROL – SME EDITION, developed by the DMG MORI subsidiary ISTOS. The manual planning software with assist functions to visualize utilization and capacity is easy to operate and replaces conventional planning boards or Excel spreadsheets.

Prototype production within 48 hours
With its well-equipped shop floor, Jörg Lintzen GmbH has for many years been able to respond flexibly and at short notice to changing order situations. Machines from the DMG MORI portfolio installed on the shop floor include DMU 40 eVo linear and DMU 65 monoBLOCK 5-axis simultaneous machining centers plus high-precision turning centers in the NLX series. “With these machines we produce a wide range of components and can realize complex geometries to the required tolerances reliably”, says Stefan Hempel, Managing Director of Jörg Lintzen GmbH. And Joshua Hempel, his son, adds: “We produce prototypes within 48 hours.”

Reliable PRODUCTION PLANNING despite daily changing requirements
Jörg Lintzen GmbH has experienced strong growth in recent years thanks to its customer-oriented corporate philosophy and has often received large orders from suppliers to automobile manufacturers. “We were confronted with the challenge of meeting their delivery schedules”, recalls Stefan Hempel. The demand changed weekly and even daily while meeting schedules remained the top priority. Joshua Hempel recalls: “It became increasingly difficult to plan the utilization of our capacity reliably with job cards and a planning board.”

Digitized production is the future
Joshua Hempel takes an all-embracing view of the regular investments in its machine tools, but also says: “The market shows more and more clearly that modern CNC technology, well qualified staff and CAD/CAM alone are no longer enough to counter the price pressure of the global competition.” He wants to address this development with digitization. “We see great potential for sustainably optimizing...
Our initial planning was on the table after just a few hours. And after only ten days, PLANNING BOARD had fully replaced our planning boards and job cards.

1. Due to the cloud-based system, the PLANNING BOARD can be combined with other tools such as PRODUCTION FEEDBACK.
2. The PLANNING BOARD is part of the cloud-based DMG MORI PLANNING & CONTROL – SME EDITION.
CUSTOMER STORY – EBEL WERKZEUGBAU GMBH

Since 2001 Ebel Werkzeugbau GmbH from Arnsberg has specialized in the design and production of progression and punching tools, mainly for the automotive sector. The 30-strong team in production use ten machine tools from DMG MORI, including 3-axis DMC V vertical machining centers in various sizes plus a 5-axis DMU 3rd Generation with PH 150 pallet storage system. Recently EBEL has enhanced its modern production – the DMG MORI models are five years old at most – with TULIP apps that can be adapted individually to all operations and that enable digital process support.

“Our work begins with customer consultation”, is how Frank Ebel describes the approach of the company. The company from Arnsberg built and delivered 56 tools in 2019 alone. EBEL’s strength lies in the small size of the company, says the managing director: “Our flat management structure means we can respond flexibly and meet the high expectations of our customers.” The expertise in design and production is incorporated into new projects very early on. “Wherever necessary our developers can support customers with regard to feasibility and can optimize production processes.” Progression tools up to three meters in length and weighing up to six tons, which EBEL inspects completely, are created in this way.

Uniform control for all machines
The reason EBEL has worked with machine tools from DMG MORI from the very beginning, claims Frank Ebel, is the wide diversity of models and the option of using controls from HEIDENHAIN. "This means we can deploy personnel flexibly." Frank Ebel has the goal of designing processes in the company sustainably in parallel with the consistent modernization of the shop floor – the latest models are equipped with the CELOS control and operating system. This is where TULIP from DMG MORI comes into play.

With TULIP we can now support our processes integrally and measurably.

Frank Ebel (on the right)
Managing Director of Ebel Werkzeugbau
Alex Huhn, responsible for design

1. TULIP provides EBEL with the possibility of building individual apps by drag & drop that support all processes of an order digitally. 2. The latest models on the EBEL shop floor are equipped with the CELOS control and operating system, from which it will be possible to call up TULIP apps directly in future.
TULIP now means that we are no longer dependent on external IT service providers but instead can digitize our own processes step by step.

TULIP for digital process support

While DMG MORI’s core business is to design and install complete manufacturing solutions, the machine tool manufacturer pursues a different philosophy with TULIP. Alex Huhn, responsible for design at EBEL explains: “We discussed what we require from digital process support from DMG MORI and then received the basic framework of a TULIP app.” Important here is the agile evolution of the app – without any knowledge of programming. Like a training kit, every stage of a process can be described and visualized on the TULIP platform, using either existing templates or self-built apps. “The software enables us to build individual apps using drag & drop, which support all processes of an order digitally.”

Thanks to the flexible approach in line with the motto “Build your own APP”, a large number of digital APPs can be created for:
1. Digital process documentation and tracking
2. Digital defect and quality data recording
3. Digital process evaluation and analysis
4. Interactive assembly and operator guidance
5. Digital staff training
6. Machine and shop floor monitoring

End-to-end and paperless process documentation

The use of TULIP starts with the design. “We give each drawing a barcode, which we scan. This allows the first capture of the component by the TULIP app”, says Alex Huhn. From that point onwards every further step is documented in the app. “We have already installed three stations on which we use the TULIP app: in the design, machining and assembly departments.” Staff start each process step, milling for example, in the app and end it there on completion and release the component for processing at the next station. “The app can also be installed directly on the machine – on CELOS”, adds Alex Huhn. The goal is to accompany all existing analog activities step-by-step with the aid of the app. “This extends from the documentation through to detailed activity descriptions for assembly processes – and all without any unnecessary paperwork.”

Transparent processes at the touch of a button instead of cumbersome Excel spreadsheets

Frank Ebel sees the added value of TULIP in the permanent traceability of the production status of a machine tool. “As far as project times of several weeks are concerned, it is good to know where our orders stand at all times.” Thanks to TULIP, this happens in real-time at the touch of a button. “Previously, we had to manage Excel lists at the same time to maintain an overview.” Decisions were often based on gut feeling. “With TULIP we can now support our processes integrally and measurably and make decisions based on objective data.”

EBEL WERKZEUGBAU GMBH

FACTS
+ Founded in Arnsberg in 2001
+ 30-strong team
+ Design and production of progression and punching tools for the automotive sector

EBEL WERKZEUGBAU
Ebel Werkzeugbau GmbH
Zum Möhnewehr 5
59755 Arnsberg, Germany
www.ebel-wzb.de

The software enables us to create individual APPs using drag & drop that digitally accompany our processes relating to an order.

Alex Huhn
Responsible for the TULIP project at Ebel Werkzeugbau
The continuously flowing assembly line in the new monoBLOCK Excellence Factory at the DMG MORI Pfronten site has revolutionized manufacturing of the successful monoBLOCK machining centers and enabled a 30% increase in productivity.

**monoBLOCK – EXCELLENCE FACTORY**
**DIGITAL & AUTOMATED**

- Fully digitized value-creation chain incl. all assembly and test processes
- 1 tablet for customer-specific drawing information, documentation for quality gates, images + videos with assembly instructions
- 1 interactive status monitor directly on every AGV for production progress and logistics orders

**PRODUCTION START**
**SEPTEMBER 1ST 2020**
HIGHLIGHTS

+ Excellence Factory covering 4,000 m²
+ AGV – automated guided vehicle system
  – continuous assembly flow 45 mm/min
+ Full model mix: DMU/DMC incl. FD
  – max. up to 1,000 machines per year
  – 34 work cycles every 2.5 hours
  – 7-day throughput time per machine
+ 30% reduction in throughput time
+ Fully digitized –
  All assembly and test processes
The new monoBLOCK Excellence Factory has revolutionized manufacturing of the successful monoBLOCK series and enabled a 30% increase in productivity.

Mr. Horn, Mr. Musch, the Excellence Factory is considered to be the most modern assembly line for machine tools. What are the most important advantages compared to previous monoBLOCK production?

Michael Horn: Our team has designed a flow assembly line based on a driverless AGV (automated guided vehicle) transport system, which is perfectly integrated into the digital value chain of our production site. Compared to rail systems, AGVs are a much more flexible solution, which enables the optimization of the manufacturing infrastructure.

Reinhard Musch: Our goal was to increase the efficiency of the space and enable the complete model mix of the monoBLOCK series to be manufactured in a highly flexible and even more productive way. The result is that we have been able to reduce throughput times of the machines by 30 percent, irrespective of the model.

How has working with the monoBLOCK changed manufacturing?

Reinhard Musch: Because we got our specialists involved in the design of the Excellence Factory right from the start, we have been able to improve all the processes in terms of ergonomics and create an optimal working environment. The low height of the AGV at 400 mm and corresponding platforms, tools and aids enable easy access and assembly.

Michael Horn: A custom-developed TULIP APP supports each assembly step. The APP was developed together with our team, meaning that all employees can benefit from this expertise. It is made possible by machine-specific work plans for each cycle and the required material.
The new monoBLOCK Excellence Factory provides us and our customers with so many advantages that we plan to transfer this concept to other factories.

Michael Horn
Member of the Executive Board of DMG MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

We are passing on all of the benefits of over 30% increased productivity and greater space utilisation to our customers. We are therefore decreasing the price of all DMU and DMC monoBLOCKs by €10,000 with immediate effect.

Reinhard Musch
Managing Director DECKEL MAHO Pfronten GmbH

In the case of newly introduced equipment or special options, detailed drawings and video instructions provide support to employees in real time and it is completely paperless.

What added value does modernized manufacturing in the Excellence Factory have for customers?

Michael Horn: The enormous popularity of the monoBLOCK machines has led to high demand for the entire model mix. This is because monoBLOCK machining centers today feature a very comprehensive modular system that allows individual configurations for every application. We have adapted our production methods to meet this demand. All configurations can be produced in the Excellence Factory even more flexibly and in a continuously flowing manufacturing process. Capacity can be scaled according to need and increased from 600 to over 1,000 customized monoBLOCK models per year.

Reinhard Musch: Customers also benefit from TULIP digitization. The entire assembly process is documented and quality gates are marked on the basis of interactive check lists and test plans. That offers us end-to-end quality control along the entire assembly line. We can thus identify and remedy potential errors as early as possible. All these measures ensure more efficient processes and result in shorter and consistent delivery times across the entire product mix – and we are now passing on the increased productivity efficiency to our customers with a price reduction of 10,000 euros for every monoBLOCK machine.

“
With the productivity bonus and the accuracy package as standard, we are passing on savings of €30,000 directly to our customers!

Cornelius Nöß
Managing Director
DECKEL MAHO Pfronten GmbH

ACCURACY PACKAGE
NOW AVAILABLE AS STANDARD

25 % INCREASE IN PRECISION THANKS TO EXTENSIVE COOLING AS STANDARD

- Applies to all DMU/DMC monoBLOCK sizes
- Cooled motors in all axes (X/Y/Z/A/C)
- Internally cooled ball screws in all axes (X/Y/Z)
- Cooled motor plate in the X/Y/Z axes
- Consistent temperature control in the machine thanks to Y-axis cover and air circulation fan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Travel paths</th>
<th>DMU 65</th>
<th>DMU 75</th>
<th>DMU 85</th>
<th>DMU 95</th>
<th>DMU 105</th>
<th>DMU 125</th>
<th>DMC 65</th>
<th>DMC 75</th>
<th>DMC 85</th>
<th>DMC 95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X (mm)</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1,135</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y (mm)</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z (mm)</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Flexible!**
Unrestricted crane loading from above

**Retrofittable!**
Connection possible to existing machines that already have an integrated automation interface
+ subsequent expansion with a second rack module

**Unique!**
Direct loading from the front possible

**Compact!**
Up to 40 pallets in a footprint of 10.7 m²

---

**PH CELL**
MODULAR PALLET HANDLING FOR UP TO 40 PALLETS

---

**HIGHLIGHTS**

+ Excellent ergonomics and accessibility to the work area thanks to side loading
+ Can be expanded with a second rack module
+ Can be retrofitted with a prepared machine interface
+ Short commissioning time thanks to defined interface and modular system
+ For 18 types of machine
  - CMX 600/800/1100 V
  - DMC 650/850 V
  - DMU 65 H monoBLOCK
  - CMX 50/70 U
  - DMU 50 3rd Generation
  - DMU 65/75/85/95 monoBLOCK
  - DMU 40/60/80 eVo
  - DMF 200 | 8
  - DMU 80/90 P duoBLOCK

---

**NUMBER OF PALLET (2 x RACKS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pallets</th>
<th>Workpiece height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>500 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 x 500 mm</td>
<td>#9 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 x 400 mm</td>
<td>#12 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320 x 320 mm</td>
<td>#15 (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**AVAILABLE FOR 18 TYPES OF MACHINE**

---

**PALLET CHANGER**
+ Up to 300 kg transfer weight (workpiece incl. pallet)

**SEPARATE SET-UP STATION**
+ Ergonomic SET-UP
+ Rotatable option

**RACK MODULE**
+ Can be combined for different pallet sizes
DMF 200 | 8
THE NEW TRAVELING COLUMN SERIES

- **Maximized rigidity** thanks to 3 linear guideways in the X-axis
- **Reliable milling performance** thanks to consistent overhang
- **Optimal surface finish and accuracy** thanks to direct drive in the Y-axis and Z-axis and integrated cooling
- **Maximum flexibility** when machining thanks to the B-axis milling head with ±120° swivel range
- **Large work area** with travels of X = 2,000 / Y = 800 / Z = 850 mm
- **Unique and innovative tool change**, fast, collision free and with process reliability behind the work table
PACKAGED EXPERTIZE IN TRAVELING COLUMNS

 Completion of the DMF series:
 Integration of DMC V machines with traveling column and 700 mm Y-axis
 - Universal options and expansion stages, e.g. spindles and tables

 Pooling of expertise in traveling columns at DMG MORI in Seebach:
 An integrated concept based on a modular system
 - DMF V: 3-axis vertical machining (X-axis: 1,150 to 1,850 mm)
 - DMF: 5-axis simultaneous machining * (X-axis: 2,000 to 3,600 mm)

*” axis optional
AUTOMATION PORTFOLIO
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
52 PRODUCTS INCLUDING INTERFACE

MODIFICATION TIME

TURNING
- IMTR (NTX 1000)
- SR (WASINO)
- 3. Robo2Go

MILLING
- WH Cell
  3, 6, 8, 15 and 25 kg max. workpiece weight

PALLET HANDLING
- AWC (NMV / CMX V)
- RPS
- PH 150

SPECIFIC TO THE MACHINE

UNIVERSAL
Technology expertise, machine and automation from a single source. Make your production future-proof with DMG MORI.

Harry Junger
Managing Director of GILDEMEISTER Drehmaschinen GmbH

1 DMP, CMX V, CMX U, DMU 50, DMU monoBLOCK, DMU eVo, LASERTEC 50
2 NHX, DMC H linear, monoBLOCK, duoBLOCK, Portal
NEW AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS FOR THE NTX AND ALX

**NTX 1000**
**IMTR, PERFECT AUTOMATION**

**IMTR – In Machine Traveling Robot**
- Loading and unloading with robots
- Automatic tool change at the lower turret by robots
- Different types of storage, e.g. tray storage or workpiece storage incl. container change (option)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer weight</th>
<th>Max. workpiece weight</th>
<th>Max. workpiece diameter*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 kg</td>
<td>Single gripper 7.5 kg</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 kg</td>
<td>Double gripper 11.5 kg</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Workpiece length depends on the total weight

**MAGAZINE FOR UP TO 246 TOOLS**
- Versions with 194 or 246 tool pockets
- Can also be used with a bar loader
- One-button operation
- 2 tool chains for tool replenishment during production (chain A operating, chain B setting up)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max. tool length</th>
<th>400 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. diameter (with occupied adjacent pockets)</td>
<td>70 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. diameter (with free adjacent pockets)</td>
<td>130 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. tool weight</td>
<td>8 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALX SERIES
NEW AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

MATRIS – workpiece handling
+ Handling of workpieces up to ø 200 mm, length 150 mm, 20 kg
+ Stacking magazine with 14, 20 and 26 pallet shelves
+ Modular concept with standardized peripheral devices, e.g. washing, measuring or marking
+ Flexible adaption to system changes including after installation
+ Simple and easy operation via the MATRIS control system without programming

GX 7 GANTRY LOADER IN COMBINATION WITH BAR LOADER
+ Raw material feed via bar loader and workpiece removal via gantry loader
+ Minimized cycle times thanks to 180/200 m/min [X-/Z-axis] rapid traverse of the gantry loader
+ Stacking magazine with 14, 20 and 26 pallet shelves, maximum 35 kg load weight per location
+ Various sizes of workpiece:
  – Only the machine: ø 366 mm × 500 mm
  – Gantry loader: ø 150 mm × 120 mm, 7 kg
  – Gantry loader + bar loader: ø 80 mm × 120 mm, 7 kg

* ALX 2500/500 (milling specification)
The DMP 70 with a WH 3 Cell is notable for its compact footprint and high level of automation.
Automated 5-axis simultaneous machining allows us to manufacture 24/7 and consequently remain competitive in the long term. We can thus achieve the quality we require for our components.

Markus Glaeske
CEO SQ Products
Leading-edge technology from DMG MORI for endoprosthetics

There is good reason for the high quality requirements and strict regulations in the medical sector says Markus Glaeske: “Every error constitutes a potential for personal harm.” So it is important to deliver perfect, flawless products. “This requires leading-edge technology that offers accuracy and at the same time efficiency.” SQ Products has found a partner in DMG MORI that fulfills these demands.

Lead-time of one day instead of several weeks

A good example of the increase in efficiency is the NTX 2000 turn-mill center. SQ Products has so drastically optimized production with them that lead-time for the sockets of a shoulder implant have been reduced from what often took several weeks to just one day. The component is extremely complex and profile tolerances are sometimes down to thousandths of a millimeter. A challenge that can be met with the NTX 2000, as Markus Glaeske can confirm: “With 6-sided complete machining we combine five process steps into one. We needed two to three machines for this before and, depending on capacity, some products had to wait longer.” The NTX 2000 also benefits quality, of course, as repeated manual clamping can often lead to inaccuracies.

Thanks to its counter-spindle, the NLX 2000 can perform two-sided machining without the need for any manual reclamping. Eccentric machining is also part of the process that DMG MORI has designed in such a way that the service life of the tools is now significantly longer than it was with earlier techniques. “Several process steps were needed at that time and we had to change the inserts after four to five parts”, recalls Markus Glaeske.

DMP 70 with WH 3 Cell:
Automatic, 5-axis simultaneous machining

The latest arrival on the SQ Products shop floor is a DMP 70 with a WH 3 Cell automated workpiece handling system. According to Markus Glaeske, this was his first DMG MORI machine from Germany. What convinced him was its compact design and the extensive functionality: “Automatic 5-axis simultaneous machining was the deciding factor because we produce demanding shoulder stems on
SQ PRODUCTS AG FACTS

+ Founded in 1977
+ 70 skilled employees at the new location in Inwil, Switzerland, completed in 2019
+ Production of endoprosthetic implants and surgical instruments

SQ Products AG
Industriestrasse 23
6034 Inwil, Switzerland
www.sqproducts.ch

1. SQ Products has so drastically optimized production processes with its total of six NTX 2000 centers that throughput times for the sockets of a shoulder implant have been reduced from what often took several weeks to just one day.

2. SQ Products meets the highest accuracy requirements during the production of medical implants.

6-sided complete machining combines five process steps in one work area. We used to need two to three machines for this and, depending on the utilization, had to leave individual products lying around idle for longer.
CUSTOMER STORY – ATTABOTICS

Attabotics, Inc. from Calgary in Canada was launched onto the market in 2016 with the goal of developing and building robotic 3D storage. The main customers for the efficient and space-saving storage solutions are companies from the ever-expanding e-commerce sector. Attabotics has over 200 employees, who have developed an innovative and space-saving storage system. Their in-house manufacturing includes a fleet of ten machining centers from DMG MORI, including two DMU 50 3rd Generation. Like the robotic storage solutions, Attabotics relies on intelligent and economical solutions for manufacturing, which is why the 5-axis machines have been automated with WH 6 Cell workpiece handling.

Scalable automation solutions for online commerce
The growth in online commerce in recent years has led to a growing demand for intelligent storage solutions that can manage large order volumes quickly and efficiently. Based on these requirements, Attabotics has developed patented products and solutions that offer high density storage and work with extremely fast robots. “Our three-dimensional storage systems reduce space requirements by up to 85 percent,” explains Scott Gravelle, CEO Attabotics. “Our solutions are also freely scalable, which means that the storage capacity and flow of goods can be adapted to growing requirements at any time.” Attabotics is thus able to guarantee consistently high productivity for storage logistics.

Incoming goods and order management takes place fully automatically inside the 3D warehouse. Fast robots deliver orders in an

We have found the right partner in DMG MORI to provide us with reliable 5-axis technology and automation directly from a single source.

Scott Gravelle
CEO Attabotics
The DMU 50 3rd Generation perfectly fulfills our high requirements for precision.

John Hickman
Vice President Manufacturing

efficient sequence, sort the goods and transport them reliably to the respective workstation. According to Scott Gravelle, “Fast installation and commissioning are possible and the system can also be expanded during running operations.” Nordstrom, a US e-commerce clothing company, is already using a 3D storage system from Attabotics to reduce its warehouse space, save real estate costs and accelerate logistics. “E-commerce companies like these are the ideal user as they almost exclusively need to transport smaller sized goods.”

DMG MORI as a partner for automated 5-axis machining

The productivity that Attabotics guarantees for storage logistics is also needed by the company for its own manufacturing to ensure it remains competitive. Automation solutions that can handle increasing capacity are in demand. “Because we don’t have sufficient capacity to automate our own production, which in any case is not our core expertise, we needed an experienced partner in this area,” recalls John Hickman, Vice President Manufacturing. They found the right partner in DMG MORI and installed two DMU 50 3rd Generation machines with WH 6 Cell workpiece handling.

WH 6 Cell – Workpiece handling up to 6 kg

Amongst other things, Attabotics manufactures aluminum base columns on the two DMU 50 3rd Generation machines for supporting the framework of the 3D storage systems. “We always need large numbers of these parts,” says John Hickman. “We needed to automate this manufacturing process, including workpiece handling, to be able to meet the high demand especially when production is at full capacity.” WH 6 Cell workpiece handling is perfectly designed for this. The robots move components with a workpiece weight of up to 6 kg and dimensions of 300 × 280 × 50 mm. 15 workpiece carriers are included.

From aluminum to steel – the DMU 50 3rd Generation as the foundation for 5-axis machining of key components

Very precise machining is required, as the base columns are also responsible for aligning the customer’s entire storage system horizontally. “This was one of the requirements of the DMU 50 3rd Generation,” says John Hickman looking back at the acquisition. Smaller components for the Attabot™ are also produced on the 5-axis machine. “Efficient machining of complex geometries with accuracies of up to 5 µm was a further requirement – both for stainless steel as well as aluminum workpieces.” The machining flexibility of the DMU 50 3rd Generation was a decisive factor.

With automated production on the DMU 50 equipped with a WH 6 Cell, Attabotics meets the high demand for base columns and other components, even when at full production capacity.
Higher R&D capacity thanks to automated in-house manufacturing

The automated loading and unloading of the DMU 50 3rd Generation achieves high production capacity and more manufacturing flexibility. "We want to manufacture as many of our components as possible in-house, but at the same time we want to invest in research and development," says Scott Gravelle, outlining the challenge. Automated manufacturing offers this flexibility. "Particularly when it comes to the development of new products, we can perfectly draw on the expertise of our CNC team."

Automated production is one of the factors that enables Attabotics to offer a vertically oriented and comprehensive range of services, Scott Gravelle emphasizes: "They include research and development, design and actual production including CNC machining, robotic assembly and testing of the products." Installation and commissioning of the 3D storage system at the customer’s site rounds off the offer. Attabotics thus supplies everything from a single source, which also applies to DMG MORI in the area of automated manufacturing.

Expansion with automated 5-axis technology from DMG MORI

In addition to the six storage solutions installed in North America so far, other companies from a range of industries are testing Attabotics’ 3D storage platform. Scott Gravelle looks ahead optimistically: "As we are also able to cool our 3D storage, the system is also applicable to the food industry." Deep-freeze solutions with end-to-end cooling are also under development. "This means the signs are good that we will soon be able to drastically increase our production output." Existing production could be expanded by WH 6 workpiece handling in the future to achieve this: "Automated 5-axis machining centers such as the DMU 50 3rd Generation or the compact DMP 70 could also ensure efficient manufacturing in this area."
The innovative and space-saving robotic storage and retrieval system from Attabotics reduces space requirements by up to 85 percent and is freely scalable. Attabotics has the fastest robots on the market in a small footprint. They move goods weighing around 50 kg three dimensionally through the storage system – including refrigerated goods and even, in the future, frozen goods with end-to-end cooling.

**ATTABOTICS FACTS**
- Founded in Calgary, Canada in 2016
- Over 200 employees
- Development and construction of robotic 3D storage systems
- Target customers include e-commerce companies in particular

**ATTABOTICS**
7944 10th Street NE
Calgary, AB T2E 8W1, Canada
www.attabotics.com

**WH CELL**

**MODULAR WORKPIECE AUTOMATION**
- Modular automation system for workpieces up to 25 kg (3, 6, 8, 15, 25 kg)
- Conveyor or drawer workpiece storage: max. workpiece size of 300 x 300 x 220 mm; max. load capacity of 250 kg
- KUKA/FANUC INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS with different gripper variants from SCHUNK: Single or double gripper including customer-specific gripper jaws
- Expansion (optional): SPC drawer, NOK chute, blow-off device, turnover station and much more
Robo2Go MILLING
FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION, EASILY PROGRAMMED

YOUR PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
NOW ALSO FOR MILLING MACHINES

• Best ergonomics and accessibility to the work area, workpiece tray and control cabinet thanks to side loading
• Flexible gripper system, for workpieces up to 20 kg and 220 × 220 × 220 mm
• Various clamping positions in the machine possible
• Fast commissioning thanks to defined interfaces
• Crane loading for heavy workpieces possible
• Workpiece capacity up to 500 kg
• 4.4 m² footprint

ONE APP FOR STANDARDIZED CONTROL
OF ALL Robo2Go MODELS

• Conversational programming
• No robot programming knowledge required
• Multijob function: Different orders on one workpiece tray, ideal for small and medium batch sizes
• Creation of the process on the basis of predefined program modules
• Home function for easy overriding and setting up of the system

Programing window
for workpiece teaching in < 15 min
FLEXIBLE WORKPIECE HANDLING FOR SMALL TO MEDIUM BATCH SIZES

Retrofittable! Connection possible to existing machines that already have an integrated automation interface

### Load capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load capacity</th>
<th>10 kg</th>
<th>20 kg</th>
<th>35 kg</th>
<th>35 kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLX 350/450/550¹</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTX alpha 500</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTX 2500, CTX beta 500/800</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLX 2500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLX 2500</td>
<td>790, NLX 2500</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTX beta 800 TC/1250 TC/1250 TC 4A²</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTX, CTX beta 4A, NZX 2000</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC V³</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU 50 3rd Generation⁴</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU eVo⁵</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ for FANUC, ² for CLX 450|550, ³ CTX TC 4A with chain magazine, ⁴ for SIEMENS, ⁵
Since its foundation in 1979, ITH GmbH & Co. KG from Meschede has developed to become the world’s leading supplier of bolt tensioning technology for thread sizes from M16 upwards. The range of products and services includes hydraulic bolt tensioning tools, torque wrenches and fasteners plus in particular customer-oriented engineering and service – for customers in the power generation and machinery, and plant engineering sectors among others. With over 13 subsidiaries and more than 30 agencies, ITH guarantees proximity to the customer and fast service. Since its beginnings, the company has trusted in machine tool technology from DMG MORI. It currently has several dozen turning machines and machining centers in operation. In 2017, 2019 and 2020 the company installed three Robo2Go solutions, which enable the autonomous manufacture of medium batch sizes.

Innovation, service and comprehensive training as a corporate philosophy

Innovations have characterized ITH bolt tensioning technology from the word go. Even the founder Hans Hohmann proved a pioneer of tensioning processes with his introduction of hydraulic friction and torsion-free pre-tensioning. ITH bolt tensioning tools are still based on this stretch method even today, a sector in which the company is the worldwide market leader. The technology approach of ITH is consistently pursued by his sons Frank and Jörg Hohmann, both mechanical engineers. “We see ourselves as engineering service providers who develop optimal solutions for our customers”, says Frank Hohmann.

The new company headquarters in Meschede, which the company moved into in 2016, offers ample space to expand capacity if necessary while its high training throughput and its in-house further education for continuously upgrading staff qualifications meet its need for specialist expertise. Jörg Hohmann is in charge of production and knows all too well: “We work with the latest manufacturing technologies, whose potential can only be exploited to the full by experienced specialists.”

The right DMG MORI technology at every stage of evolution

ITH regularly goes through new stages of evolution in production: early NC lathes, twin-spindle turning, 5-axis milling, turn-mill technology and automation solutions.

We are always on the lookout for new manufacturing techniques – from multi-sided machining, turn & mill complete machining and on through to automation. DMG MORI offers optimal solutions throughout.

Jörg (on the right) and Frank Hohmann
Second-generation ITH Schraubtechnik management
“We almost always find an optimal solution in the extensive DMG MORI machine portfolio – both where machines are concerned and on the automation side”, claims Jörg Hohmann. ITH introduced automation in turning with the first Robo2Go on a CTX beta 800.

Robo2Go: Simple teach-in programming with predefined modules in < 15 min.

There are now three Robo2Go’s that produce precision ITH components. Jörg Hohmann was particularly impressed with the simple teaching process of the latest robot generation via predefined program modules: “Its user-friendly operation minimizes setup times to less than 15 minutes so the automation can run unattended for long periods.” The Robo2Go is designed for chuck parts up to ø170 mm and 250 mm in length and shaft parts of ø150 x 950 mm maximum size. A guarding-free system with laser scanning of the working radius offers both the necessary safety as well as ergonomic access to the machine.

High-precision turning and sophisticated 6-sided complete machining

ITH produces threaded parts on its most recently installed CTX 2500 SY 1250 (V6) – also with Robo2Go. The gain in productivity is dramatic, because the turning center is equipped with a counter-spindle, is extremely stable and has an 80-bar internal coolant supply. “This enables reliable and accurate machining of deep holes”, explains Jörg Hohmann. Frank Hohmann highlights complete machining: “In this way we prevent the “tourism of parts”, with several machining steps on different machines.”

Healthy growth with productive manufacturing solutions

ITH has a vertical integration of over 90 percent. “This is the only way we can offer our customers such a high level of customization”, explains Frank Hohmann. The brothers look optimistically to the future. We have our various customer sectors to thank for such optimism, says Jörg Hohmann: “We supply to relatively crisis-proof industries, together with which we intend to achieve healthy growth.” As a result, the company is continuously looking for ever more efficient manufacturing solutions in production in order to remain competitive.

Robo2Go

FLEXIBLE WORKPIECE HANDLING FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM BATCH SIZES

• Rapid changeover from chuck to shaft part storage
• Shafts ø 25 – 150 mm, chuck parts ø 25 – 170 mm
• Stacking magazine
• Gripper pressure reduction for thin-walled workpieces
• Fast programming thanks to predefined program modules

ITH GMBH & CO. KG FACTS

• Founded in Meschede in 1979
• World’s leading system supplier of bolt tensioning technology for thread sizes from M16 upwards
• Customers from the power generation and machinery, and plant engineering sectors among others

“ITH”

Schaubtechnik

ITH GmbH & Co. KG
Steinwiese 8
59872 Meschede, Germany
www.ith.de

Healthy growth with productive manufacturing solutions

ITH has a vertical integration of over 90 percent. “This is the only way we can offer our customers such a high level of customization”, explains Frank Hohmann. The brothers look optimistically to the future. We have our various customer sectors to thank for such optimism, says Jörg Hohmann: “We supply to relatively crisis-proof industries, together with which we intend to achieve healthy growth.” As a result, the company is continuously looking for ever more efficient manufacturing solutions in production in order to remain competitive.

“ITH”

Schaubtechnik

ITH GmbH & Co. KG
Steinwiese 8
59872 Meschede, Germany
www.ith.de
PH 150
BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY WITH THE PH 150 PALLET HANDLING SYSTEM FROM DMG MORI

+ PH 150 is operated directly from machine control panel – no separate panel for the automation!
+ User-friendly and easy to understand interface
+ Large variety of available configurations starting from 24 round pallets ø148 mm up to four 500 x 500 mm pallets
+ Handling capacity up to 150 kg as standard (extension to 250 kg optional)
+ Possibility to prioritize jobs
+ EROWA clamping system as standard, optionally SCHUNK
+ High clamping repeatability of pallets (<0.002 mm for EROWA chuck UPC-P)
+ Flexibility – can be integrated with a wide range of DMG MORI machines
+ Optimal machine and automation system accessibility
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Power Chuck</th>
<th>Production Chuck</th>
<th>UPC-P</th>
<th>MTS 6</th>
<th>MTS 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMX V, DMC V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX 50 U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMX 70 U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU 50 3rd Generation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU 65/75 monoBLOCK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU 40 eVo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU 40/80 eVo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC 55 linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Also for ULTRASONIC variants, *On request
WTE Präzisionstechnik from Ehrenfriedersdorf started producing precision drill chucks in 1999 with just 12 employees. Since then the number has increased to 170 employees. Continuous development and integration into the international MAPAL Group in 2008 have helped the company grow into a renowned partner for clamping technology. Today, MAPAL’s clamping technology competence center relies on machine tools from DMG MORI, 17 machines in total. As recently as 2019 three new turning centers were installed to expand capacity: an NZX 2000 and an NLX 2500, which operates automatically via a gantry loader and an NLX 2000 with bar loader.

“The innovative clamping technology of WTE Präzisionstechnik was a decisive factor for its integration into the MAPAL Group”, recalls Ralf Wackenhut, at the time of the interview Managing Director of WTE Präzisionstechnik GmbH, today head of the Digital Operations division at the headquarters of Mapal Group in Aalen: “This allowed us to complete the product portfolio and position ourselves as a full-service provider in the market.” WTE Präzisionstechnik produces many different chucks, drill chucks and shrink fit chucks for both key MAPAL customers as well as for the trade. “On one hand this means production quantities for the trade are easy to plan and on the other we have to be able to respond flexibly to short lead-time orders directly from customers.”

Intelligent processes are necessary for flexibility in production

Ralf Wackenhut sees maintaining quality-oriented production, despite these flexible demands, as the main challenge: “Intelligent processes are the key”, he claims. With machining centers and turning machines from DMG MORI, WTE Präzisionstechnik already achieves final contour dimensions to DIN standard of less than five µm when machining materials in their soft state.

Graduate engineer (FH), MBA
Ralf Wackenhut

“Thanks to the automated NLX and NZX we can now handle last-minute requests promptly. And achieve even higher quality.”
“Growth during hardening is calculated in such a way that post-processing is reduced to a minimum.”

OPTIMUM CAPACITY UTILIZATION THANKS TO FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

GX 10 T – Multiple machine operation and unmanned shifts thanks to modern automation solutions from DMG MORI

Ralf Wackenhut sees additional process optimization in automation: “For the most part we produce batch sizes of 100 parts, so automated processes have a great rationalization effect, especially during unmanned shifts at night and the weekend.” Multiple machine operation is also a key factor. The NZX 2000 and NLX 2500 purchased in 2019 are each equipped with a GX 10 T gantry loader, which both loads the machines and removes and deposits the finished parts. Workpiece dimensions of 2 times ø200x150 mm, each gripper capable of carrying 10 kg, are ideal for our requirements. While the NZX 2000 with three turrets and three Y-axes machines the complex face of the body, the NLX 2500 is responsible for the comparatively faster machining of the taper at the rear. “To exploit free capacity to the full, we also use the two automated machines for high-precision finishing of workpieces from other machines.” explains Ralf Wackenhut. All the operator has to do is push a magazine containing pre-machined workpieces into the automation system.

Where automation is concerned WTE Präzisionstechnik relies on standard machines and standard components. Thanks to the collaboration with DMG MORI, we get our machines and automation from a single source. Always perfectly coordinated: “Firstly the gantry loaders are quite simply proven and secondly this makes designing and procuring the systems easier.”

1. Use of driven tools from MT Marchetti on the NLX 2000. 2. WTE Präzisionstechnik produces parts from bar mainly automatically on the NLX 2000 with bar loader. 3. The NZX 2000 and NLX 2500 purchased in 2019 are both equipped with a GX 10 T gantry loader.
This is also true of the NLX 2000 with bar loader: "The two gantry solutions are used exclusively for finishing pre-machined workpieces. We then have the option of machining parts from bar for the most part automatically on the smaller NLX 2000 with bar loader.

40% reduction in throughput times due to turning and milling in one clamping
In view of the complex chucks that WTE Pränzionstechnik produces, the versatile machining options of the turning centers – i.e. turning and sophisticated milling operations in a single clamping – were decisive for Ralf Wackenhut. The direct-drive, powerful BMT turret rotates cutters at up to 10,000 rpm. "Formerly we needed several process steps on different machines for both front- and reverse-end machining. Achieving this on just two machines has led to a 40% reduction in throughput times, which in turn has had a favorable impact on the speed of our response. Fewer clampings mean that rejects almost only occur due to tool wear. We could, of course, machine the workpieces completely on all 6 sides on the machines – however, we decided on a sequential process instead to ensure better utilization of machine capacity."

Ralf Wackenhut is optimistic that WTE Pränzionstechnik will continue to grow in the future: "We have sufficient space available and can find good skilled workers when we need them. Or we train them ourselves." The company takes on three to four trainees a year. "They include more and more women", says the managing director, clearly pleased with the interest shown by female applicants in technical professions.

Fit for the future – Additive manufacturing produces new products for tool clamping
Ralf Wackenhut also looks to the future where technology is concerned. "We see great potential in additive manufacturing", he says, with reference to the LASERTEC SLM machines from DMG MORI. One example of this is WTE Pränzionstechnik’s innovative hydraulic clamping technology. Hydraulic chucks have internal channels in which oil is used to build up pressure to clamp the tool. The technology damps vibrations, ensures high concentricity and requires very low maintenance. The small hydraulic chucks cannot be produced by conventional methods due to the extremely fine channels: "There is no alternative to powder bed additive manufacturing in this case. That is why we contacted DMG MORI."

40% reduction in throughput times due to turning and milling in one clamping
In view of the complex chucks that WTE Pränzionstechnik produces, the versatile machining options of the turning centers – i.e. turning and sophisticated milling operations in a single clamping – were decisive for Ralf Wackenhut. The direct-drive, powerful BMT turret rotates cutters at up to 10,000 rpm. "Formerly we needed several process steps on different machines for both front- and reverse-end machining. Achieving this on just two machines has led to a 40% reduction in throughput times, which in turn has had a favorable impact on the speed of our response. Fewer clampings mean that rejects almost only occur due to tool wear. We could, of course, machine the workpieces completely on all 6 sides on the machines – however, we decided on a sequential process instead to ensure better utilization of machine capacity."

Ralf Wackenhut is optimistic that WTE Pränzionstechnik will continue to grow in the future: "We have sufficient space available and can find good skilled workers when we need them. Or we train them ourselves." The company takes on three to four trainees a year. "They include more and more women", says the managing director, clearly pleased with the interest shown by female applicants in technical professions.

Fit for the future – Additive manufacturing produces new products for tool clamping
Ralf Wackenhut also looks to the future where technology is concerned. "We see great potential in additive manufacturing", he says, with reference to the LASERTEC SLM machines from DMG MORI. One example of this is WTE Pränzionstechnik’s innovative hydraulic clamping technology. Hydraulic chucks have internal channels in which oil is used to build up pressure to clamp the tool. The technology damps vibrations, ensures high concentricity and requires very low maintenance. The small hydraulic chucks cannot be produced by conventional methods due to the extremely fine channels: "There is no alternative to powder bed additive manufacturing in this case. That is why we contacted DMG MORI."
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GX AND GX T

MODULAR GANTRY LOADING SYSTEM

+ Automation of a machine
+ Linking of several machines

GRIPPERS

- Double gripper for main spindle
- Double gripper for main and counter spindle
- Double gripper for shafts

WORKPIECE STORAGE

- Stacking magazine for round, tubular or multi-sided material
- Magazine for irregularly shaped workpieces
- Rack stacking magazine
- Shaft storage

PERIPHERALS

- Transfer unit
- Loading unit
- Transfer and tilt device
- Loading and unloading belt
- NG chute
- Deburring
- Blowing off
- Quality control
- Metrology
- 3D measuring

AVAILABLE FOR 12 MACHINE SERIES WITH OVER 40 VARIANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GX 3</th>
<th>GX 5</th>
<th>GX 5 T</th>
<th>GX 6</th>
<th>GX 7</th>
<th>GX 10 T</th>
<th>GX 15</th>
<th>GX 15 T</th>
<th>GX 35 T</th>
<th>GX 40 T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. workpiece weight (kg)</td>
<td>2 x 3</td>
<td>2 x 5</td>
<td>2 x 5</td>
<td>2 x 6</td>
<td>2 x 7</td>
<td>2 x 10</td>
<td>2 x 15</td>
<td>2 x 15</td>
<td>2 x 35</td>
<td>2 x 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. workpiece size (mm)</td>
<td>ø 150 x 100</td>
<td>ø 150 x 120</td>
<td>ø 150 x 120</td>
<td>ø 180 x 140</td>
<td>ø 150 x 120</td>
<td>ø 200 x 150</td>
<td>ø 200 x 150</td>
<td>ø 315 x 300</td>
<td>ø 450 x 500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. number of pallet stations</td>
<td>14/20/26</td>
<td>14/20/26</td>
<td>14/20/26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/20/26</td>
<td>10/20</td>
<td>10/20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15/24/40</td>
<td>12/24/40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a full service provider in toolmaking, Top Grade Molds, Ltd., founded in 1964, provides its customers with comprehensive support from initial development to the final tool tryout. Injection molds for rigid plastic packaging, for example as used in the food industry, is the core business. The Canadian company from Mississauga, Ontario (near Toronto), employs 150 well-trained specialists to meet the high quality standards of the industry. Top Grade Molds meets the precision requirements with modern machine tools from DMG MORI. Since 2011, the company has installed 13 models from the machine tool manufacturer, including several duoBLOCK machines and one NHX 10000, as well as four NHX 5000, which are highly automated with the help of two linear pallet pools (LPP) – which increased the productivity of Top Grade Molds literally overnight.

"As a manufacturing service provider in tool and mold making, we machine one-offs and small batches,” Vince Ciccone, President and CEO of Top Grade Molds, explains when describing the day-to-day production. Co-operation with customers often begins in the product development phase. In order to remain competitive, he says, it is necessary to react flexibly and implement efficient production. “Turning and milling constitute by far the largest share of machining at 80 percent. In DMG MORI, we have found a real partner in this field.”

Independent of the underlying control system, CELOS offers a uniform and clear interface. “This makes training on new machines much easier.” The range of different jobs fulfilled by the DMG MORI models is also an important factor: “We always have new orders and often set up the machines anew. Large tool magazines and good accessibility also give us the necessary flexibility.”

**AUTOMATED AND FLEXIBLE**

**NHX and duoBLOCK – process reliability in tool and mold making**

Vince Ciccone sees the key to optimum production in machining the demanding high-precision components for injection molds with the required precision and,
above all, productively: “The rigidity and high repeatability of the DMG MORI machines are the perfect basis for this.” It is why the stable duoBLOCK machining centers and NHX models were chosen. In 2019, one NHX 10000 and two NHX 5000 – in addition to the two existing NHX 5000 – were purchased. The inherently rigid machine bed, the stepped moving column in the x-axis and 70 mm spindle bearing diameter give the horizontal machining centers the rigidity required for precise machining. Linear scales with 0.01 µm resolution are also included.

Automated through the night

With a table load of 700 kg and a working volume of 730 × 730 × 880 mm, the NHX 5000 covers a wide range of parts so that Top Grade Molds can respond well to the constantly changing orders. As this is the case, production had to be automated, as Vince Ciccone recalls: “Of course, the aim was to increase capacity with automation.” Two of the NHX 5000 machines are equipped with a linear pallet pool. “But equally important was the flexibility to produce one-offs and small batches automatically.” The LPP installed by DMG MORI has 20 pallets, each measuring 500 × 500 mm, and a set-up station. Tool management is also integrated into the two automation solutions, so that a total of 120 tools are available per LPP. “This allows us to keep the machines working all night without any problems.”

NHX 10000: Horizontal machining up to 5,000 kg workpiece weight

Top Grade Molds has expanded its large part machining capacity with the NHX 10000. Travels are 1,700 × 1,400 × 1,510 mm and the table can take a load of up to 5,000 kg. The XXL horizontal machining center is made for high-performance machining. The spindle has a maximum power of 40 kW and 1,413 Nm torque. The drive along the center of gravity and the overhang-free design allow for vibration-free and precise machining.

Vince Ciccone appreciates the long-standing cooperation with DMG MORI, because the machine tool manufacturer now knows the requirements of Top Grade Molds: “They can anticipate very precisely which manufacturing solution will move us forward. We are in a growth phase and are constantly looking for innovative solutions to optimize our processes and open up new markets.”

Included in Top Grade Molds’ fleet of machines are four NHX 5000s, which operate automatically with two linear pallet pools.

CONTINUOUSLY GROWING
ANNUAL PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>5.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>6.00 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. New 5-axis machines
2. LPP with 2 × NHX 5000
3. LPP with 2 × NHX 5000

TOP GRADE MOLDS LTD. FACTS

+ Founded in 1964
+ 150 employees and 11,200 m² factory space
+ Designs and produces high-quality plastic injection molds for the world’s leading manufacturers of industrial and thin-wall packaging
+ Designed with balanced cooling channels and hot runners as well as for ease of maintenance and long service life

Top Grade Molds Ltd.
929 Pantera Drive
Mississauga, ON, Canada
www.topgrademolds.com
PROFESSIONAL MAINTENANCE AT AN ATTRACTIVE PRICE.
MAINTENANCE PLUS

+ Plannable costs, less unplanned downtime
+ Fixed price incl. arrival and departure
  with price advantage
+ 10\% special discount on services and
  spare parts resulting from maintenance

*36 months (new machines), 24 months (existing machines)

All available machines and prices: dmgmori.com/maintenance-plus
MAINTENANCE PLUS
from €167 per month

1. MAINTENANCE AT AN ATTRACTIVE PRICE

2. FIXED PRICE INCL. SERVICE VISIT

3. 10% DISCOUNT ON SPARE PARTS
32 ONLINE TRAINING PACKAGES – LIVE, DIGITAL AND INTERACTIVE

+ CNC programming training in small groups with a high level of interaction
+ Conveniently from work, no travel time and expense
+ Training documents and software in the DMG MORI Learning Cloud

Also in combination with classroom training.

Jörg Harings
Tel.: +49 5205 74 2504
joerg.harings@dmgmori.com

Book now: dmgmori.com/onlinetraining

CNC-SCOUT – THE PORTAL FOR OVER 750 DMG MORI MACHINES AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

+ 18 months warranty for new machines
+ Up to 12 months warranty for showroom machines
+ Up to 6 months warranty for used machines

More about the CNC-Scout:

dmgmori.com/cnc-scout
EARN MONEY FIRST, PAY LATER.
OUR TOP SELLING PROMOTIONS FOR 41 MACHINES*

+ Over €300 million financed machines a year
+ Simplified quick credit assessment
+ 6 months without down payment or installments

**NLX 2500 TOP SELLER CAMPAIGN**

+ No down payment
+ The first 6 months without installments

**TOTAL COSTS:** €160,000,-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DOWN PAYMENT</th>
<th>6 MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS</th>
<th>MONTHLY INSTALLMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARKET PRICES</td>
<td>€8,000</td>
<td>€13,506</td>
<td>€2,251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTALLMENT FREE</td>
<td>€2,216</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0 - 6 MONTHS

7 - 60 MONTHS

More in our economic stimulus package

economic.dmgmori.com

'EIGHT FINANCING ARGUMENTS

1. Six months without installments: improve liquidity
2. Graduated rates: low rates at the start of production
3. High residual values: low monthly charge
4. Financing of: overhaul, training and full service
5. Start-up financing: start financially secure
6. Rate flexibility: adjustments during the fixed term
7. Follow-up financing: attractive offers after the fixed term
8. Sale & lease back: generate cash flow

DMG MORI Finance allows financing without additional security.

Klaus Peter Wagner (left) and Christian Müller,
Company founder MWF Technik GmbH & Co. KG

The customer story video can be found at:
https://dmgmori.com/mwf
Productivity and precision are a key part of DMG MORI’s DNA. Why is this so and the relevance of µPrecision and VCS Complete are explained by Christian Thönes, Chairman of the Board of DMG MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, and Alfred Geißler, Managing Director of DECKEL MAHO Pfronten.

Mr. Thönes, what does precision mean for DMG MORI?

Thönes: Productivity and precision are a key part of DMG MORI’s DNA. We always strive for maximum quality and precision with maximum conservation of resources. And we live up to this claim – as is shown not least in the sustained success that has made us a leading manufacturer in the machine tool sector.

Where does precision begin for you and how, in your view, is DMG MORI positioned in the area of precision?

Thönes: I see accuracy not only in relation to products and production, but holistically. Precision is essential in all our corporate divisions. One main reason for our lasting success is precision in the overall process of the machine, in the process chain within our daily business and in customer projects. The innate high precision of the duoBLOCK and Portal machine series serves as the basis for this µPrecision package. These machines have a rigid construction, are thermo-symmetrically designed and are manufactured and installed with the highest precision. The already extensive cooling in the standard version of the machines has been extended to include numerous additional measures.

Further cooling measures, the Thermoshield and coolant temperature control are used as far as the hardware is concerned. This is further refined with accurately adjusted linear guideways and a volumetric calibration system.

What does the optional µPrecision program package consist of?

Thönes: The µPrecision feature for milling machines includes further optimizations of the hardware. While until recently the support for the guideways was scraped by hand – a process that took over 500 hours – this is now achieved using shims. Their positioning is simulated with the aid of software to enable precise mounting. This results in flatness and straightness of the linear guideways of less than 3µm.

What other features does the µPrecision option offer?

Geißler: Temperature control of the coolant and lubricant are part of the µPrecision
offer. This stabilizes the temperature of the machine and workpiece, thus reducing temperature-related expansion. The resolution of the concentricity measurement system is now almost three times higher. A third part of the hardware optimization is the “Spindle Growth Sensor”. This measures and compensates every temperature-related spindle movement in real-time.

And what about the software?

Geißler: As far as software is concerned, every µPrecision machine is equipped with individual thermal compensation. Before delivery to the customer, we calculate how the machine behaves under changing conditions. The resulting data are saved in a dataset from where they are called up continuously during the machining process. This happens in sync with the PLC control, in other words about every 50 milliseconds.

What benefits do the µPrecision machines offer for customers?

Geißler: Thanks to the optimizations, the µPrecision machines operate up to 80 percent more accurately than the same machines without this option package.

Thanks to the optimization the µPrecision machines operate up to 80 percent more accurately than the same machines without the option package.

Alfred Geißler
Managing Director
DECKEL MAHO Pfronten GmbH

µPrecision SERIES

+ Finely adjusted linear guideways X/Y/Z for maximum geometric precision [flatness and straightness < 3 µm]
+ All features of the accuracy package
+ Volumetric measurement with compensation of the machine’s working area
+ Coolant system with temperature control
+ Machine Protection Control (MPC)
+ BLUM tool measurement
+ Individual temperature compensation including spindle growth sensor (SGS)
+ High-precision measuring probe OMP 600

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>DMU/DMC 80 µPrecision</th>
<th>DMU/DMC 125 µPrecision</th>
<th>DMU/DMC 160 µPrecision</th>
<th>DMU/DMC 210 µPrecision</th>
<th>DMU/DMC 270 µPrecision</th>
<th>DMU/DMC 340 µPrecision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric accuracy</td>
<td>µm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. travel (X)</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>2,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What accuracy can be achieved with the µPrecision program package?

Geißler: With µPrecision we achieve positioning accuracy down to 3 µm and a volumetric accuracy of less than 13 µm throughout the entire work area. The achievable accuracies on the workpiece can be even further enhanced and stabilized by our Tool Control Center (TCC). Highlights of TCC include chip detection on the face and taper and monitoring of the drawbar clamping force. Cutting edge control in-process by monitoring the symmetry of the bending moment per cutting edge and visualization of the bending moment over time via a graph are additional features of TCC worth mentioning.

What accuracy do the respective DMG MORI machines achieve without µPrecision?

Thönes: Without µPrecision the DMU 80 P duoBLOCK achieves a positioning accuracy in the linear axes of 5 µm instead of down to 3 µm with µPrecision. In the case of the DMU 340 P, positioning accuracy is 15 µm without µPrecision in the linear axes, that is 80 percent more than with µPrecision.

In which sectors is maximum precision important?

Thönes: The level of precision that we offer at DMG MORI is required especially in the aerospace industry, for landing gear and turbine parts, for example, as well as in mechanical engineering for high-precision wafer fixtures and the like. The die & mold and the semiconductor industries are also among our target groups. µPrecision is available for the duoBLOCK and Portal series, i.e. in all 5-axis machines in the sizes from 800 mm to 3.4 meters.

Why doesn’t the competition have anything comparable?

Thönes: Competitors could in fact purchase the hardware components. But the highlight and know-how lies in the finely tuned kinematics and the compensation tables. This is where we have the requisite expertise that the competition simply does not have to such an extent.

What is the additional cost of the option?

Thönes: The additional cost depends on the size of the machine, its configuration and the requirements of the customer. Depending on the equipment package, the price starts from around 180,000 Euros.

The technology cycle for volumetric accuracy, VCS Complete, also offers an advantage in precision ...

Thönes: and VCS Complete is far less expensive than the µPrecision package. This technology cycle only costs around 10,000 Euros. The investment in this feature amortizes within a year. In the event of a collision, the geometry of the machine can be checked simply and independently and if necessary compensated again. Service technicians no longer need to take the machine out of operation for up to three days and recalibrate it. Calibration using VCS Complete takes less than an hour. The process can be carried out at short notice – if parts with especially high quality requirements are to be produced, for example. The machine operator needs no special training.

Brief instruction during commissioning and the touch of a button are all it takes. Whoever buys this option boosts productivity while saving time and money at the same time.

What makes VCS Complete so special?

Geißler: VCS Complete detects volumetric deviations in the work area and compensates for them to ensure higher accuracy over the entire service life of the machine. An inserted measuring probe identifies 180 different positions and compares them with theoretical target positions. This results in a best-fit comprising linear scale compensation, diagonal compensation and optimization of the kinematics, in other words correction of the distance between the spindle and the machine table. Put simply: The machine calibrates itself – in all axes.

Productivity and precision are a key part of DMG MORI’S DNA. We always strive for maximum quality and precision with optimum conservation of resources.

Christian Thönes
Chairman of the Board of
DMG MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Which machines can the system be used on and which controls is it compatible with?

Geißler: The system is already available for the monoBLOCK and duoBLOCK series. It will also be available for the Portal series later this year. The medium-term aim is to make VCS Complete available for all standard DMG MORI machines. VCS Complete runs on CELLOS machines and with the SIEMENS and HEIDENHAIN controls.

How do deviations happen during operation of the machine?

Geißler: On one hand quite simply from wear of the moving components, due also to the interaction of these components with each other. On the other hand, deviations occur during collision of the tool caused by operating errors. A third reason can be a change in the ambient temperature if this is not compensated.

How long does a cycle take?

Thönes: A quick measurement for verification takes about ten minutes, while a complete measuring cycle including update of the compensation tables takes around 40 minutes. A check should be carried out before every machining operation with special accuracy requirements or when changing shifts, but no later than every six months.

How much does this "Technology Cycle" cost?

Thönes: As already mentioned, the price is around 10,000 Euros. The technology cycle including measuring kit costs 9,900 Euros in Germany, without the measuring kit 5,900 Euros.

What is the main difference with 3D quickSET?

Geißler: As an entry-level solution, 3D quickSET offers fast calibration of the rotary axes and this technology cycle enables clamping of the component on the table.

This interview is based on a talk held by Mr. Thönes and Mr. Geißler with the magazine VDI Nachrichten.
Complex precision components are the specialty of CNC-Technik Heil GmbH from Remscheid, which was founded in 2018. Customers from general mechanical engineering, motor sport and aviation trust in the expertise of the managing director Torsten Heil and his team. The company produces prototypes and small batches of sophisticated workpieces made of aluminum, stainless steel, cast-iron and Inconel on two DMU monoBLOCK machines in a fully air-conditioned hall. CNC-Technik Heil achieves this high level of precision with the aid of the DMG MORI Technology Cycle VCS Complete to calibrate the volumetric accuracy.

High-precision prototype production thanks to monoBLOCK machines
"The challenge for us lies in the programming of complex geometries and, of course, in the tight tolerances", says Torsten Heil about his day-to-day production. Using their experience and machining competence, he and his team produce high-quality components and support their customers with advice when they see potential for optimizing production. Another fundamental for high machining quality is the use of the latest CNC technology – in this case in the form of two DMU monoBLOCK machining centers.

DMU monoBLOCK: High-precision 5-axis simultaneous machining
Since 2007, when he started working for himself, Torsten Heil has bought 14 machining centers from the Pfronten plant. He was won over in particular by the DMU monoBLOCK models: "The machine concept allows optimum utilization of the work area and the simple kinematics based on a swivelling rotary table simplify programming of 5-axis simultaneous cycles." The sturdy construction of the monoBLOCK machines, comprehensive cooling and direct drive in the C-axis all contribute to guaranteeing a high level of consistent long-term accuracy. The DMU 75 monoBLOCK and DMU 95 monoBLOCK have provided clear proof of this since their installation in 2018.

"Thanks to VCS Complete I was able to produce the die for a bevel gear to gear quality 1 to fulfill a customer order. And at the first attempt using 5-axis simultaneous machining."
These two machines cover the wide range of component sizes produced by the company: impellers with diameters up to 600 mm, machine parts and other components, which are milled from solid more often nowadays. “This means we deliver small batch sizes quickly and economically.” Large tool magazines offer sufficient pockets for all standard tools, so setup times are reduced to a minimum, even with constantly changing parts.

Exclusive DMG MORI Technology Cycles
CNC-Technik Heil achieves extra precision with the exclusive DMG MORI Technology Cycles VCS Complete and 3D quickSET. 3D quickSET measures and compensates the rotary and swivel axes, while VCS Complete calibrates the volumetric accuracy of the machine. This enables up to 30 percent higher accuracy over the entire service life of the machine. “VCS Complete notably compensates even the very low tolerances of a brand new machine direct from the factory to within a few microns”, explains Torsten Heil.

Volumetric accuracy optimized in just a few minutes
Torsten Heil checks the volumetric accuracy of the two DMU monoBLOCK machines every four to six weeks with the technology cycle: “We also use the technology cycle after a tool breakage or a collision.” The QuickCheck only takes a few minutes. The measured values are proof of the real added value of the volumetric compensation: “The positional tolerances of opposing bores and the concentricity are far more accurate. This enables us to guarantee the accuracy of the high-precision parts.” In 2018 CNC-Technik Heil was the first customer to use VCS Complete. “The experience gained in the field test was incorporated into the further development of the technology cycle”, says Torsten Heil of the collaboration with DMG MORI.

Enthusiasm for challenging projects
Torsten Heil demonstrates his enthusiasm for the production of demanding components from time to time with especially challenging demonstration parts, such as the model of an Airbus A320 or the helmet of Darth Vader. The milling expert documented their creation on his own YouTube channel. “The NC program included over 40 million datablocks”, recalls Torsten Heil, looking back of the many days of programming. “We will continue to concentrate on complex, high-precision pieces and on producing them economically”, claims Torsten Heil underscoring his business philosophy. Where production technology is concerned, he already has his eye on new machines. “We will optimize chip flow during machining even further with the DMU H monoBLOCK series.” It goes without saying that VSC Complete will also be used to ensure a high level of volumetric accuracy for the upcoming installations.
HAVLAT Präzisionstechnik GmbH has developed over its 40 years in business from a one-man garage workshop to become a competent partner in precision machining. Its 250 experienced specialists make the family-run business in Zittau one of the biggest employers in the region. With around 80 machine tools in a production area of 14,000 m², HAVLAT guarantees trouble-free production of precision components and assemblies for machine tool construction and energy technology. For many years the company has trusted in productive and efficient CNC technology from DMG MORI, a fact further underscored by the three latest purchases: a DMC 125 FD duoBLOCK with grinding capability and 12-station rotary pallet storage system, a DMC 210 U µPrecision with pallet pool and a TAIYO KOKI – vertical grinding machine with pallet changer and loading station. In order to ensure maximum machine availability, HAVLAT has concluded a DMG MORI Full Service agreement for all three models. Service is further optimized by the online portal my DMG MORI.

µ-accurate precision components
Key industries like aerospace and medical use extremely accurate machine tools. This level of accuracy is based on core components such as the machine bed, slideways and table. “We specialize in the production of such demanding µ-accurate precision components”, explains Lars Friedrich, Managing Director of HAVLAT. The process begins early on with consultation and planning: “We support in particular customers who have no production of their own with our expertise with regard to feasibility and process optimization.” HAVLAT sees itself as a holistic partner, so it also offers assembly and ensures on-time delivery.

µ-ACCURACY AND AUTOMATED COMPLETE MACHINING IS A FACTOR OF SUCCESS

We have found a partner in DMG MORI that supports us in all areas – whether µ-precise milling, turning or grinding. Also in the fields of automation and service. Everything from a single source.

Lars Friedrich
HAVLAT Präzisionstechnik GmbH

The grinding cycle of the DMC 125 FD duoBLOCK enables internal, external and face grinding as well as dressing of the grinding wheel.
Complete machining with CNC technology from DMG MORI in 3-shift operation

An ultra modern shop floor that HAVLAT utilizes over three shifts is the backbone of production, where 25 models from DMG MORI, among others, are in operation. The machines range from universal models such as the DMU 50 through to large DMC Portal machining centers and CTX gamma TC turn-mill centers. “It has long been our goal to produce components in as few clamping operations as possible”, says Production Manager Norbert Heinz of the production strategy. That is why 5-axis milling and 6-sided complete machining are integral parts of production. “Fewer reclamping operations mean shorter idle times and therefore higher productivity”, sums up Lars Friedrich. The same is true for automation solutions with the aid of robots and pallet changers. “We have found a partner in DMG MORI that supports us in all areas – whether µ-precise milling, turning or grinding and also in the field of automation and service.”

TAIYO KOKI CVG 6: pallet changer with loading station and tool magazine for up to 6 grinding tools

HAVLAT offers its comprehensive service by using a wide range of machines from DMG MORI. Even grinding – which has been part of the company’s offering for 20 years – is carried out in part on models from the machine tool manufacturer. The Vertical Mate 85 from TAIYO KOKI has been in operation since 2016.

Following the installation of a Vertical Mate 85, HAVLAT bought another machine for grinding from TAIYO KOKI: the CVG 6.

TAIYO KOKI
HIGH-PRECISION VERTICAL GRINDING

VERTICAL MATE
with automatic tool changer (up to 6 tools) and 22.5° swivel head ø from 150 to 1,250 mm

CVG
2 grinding spindles for internal, external and CAM grinding ø from 300 to 1,300 mm
“The quality and repeatability of the TAIYO KOKI machine impressed us so much that we hit the jackpot again with our latest expansion of capacity”, recalls Lars Friedrich. DMG MORI installed a CGV-6 at the beginning of 2019. The vertical grinding machine from TAIYO KOKI grinds inside diameters of between ø50 and ø600 mm and outside diameters up to ø600 mm. Another advantage compared to other grinding machines is the pallet changer for up to three pallets and the tool magazine: “It means we can use several grinding tools with a single spindle.”

DMC 210 U µPrecision – 13µm volumetric accuracy
HAVLAT recently installed its third machining center: a DMU 210 U µPrecision that is designed specifically for precision. Its volumetric accuracy is 13µm and its positioning accuracy is 4µm in all axes. “The purchase resulted from the demanding requirements of customers”, explains Lars Friedrich the investment. “As our components are essential for the precision of machine tools, we want to get the maximum quality from our machines.” The company can produce complex precision components competitively. The twelve-station rotary pallet storage unit also plays its part, adds Lars Friedrich: “It allows us to set up during machining and so utilize the full capacity of this machine with minimum idle time in three-shift operation.”

DMC 125 FD duoBLOCK – milling, turning and grinding to 0.4µm Ra
Grinding also found its way into the milling area when HAVLAT put a DMC 125 FD duoBLOCK into operation, also in 2019. The machining center is equipped with grinding capability. “So we have the possibility to turn, mill and finally grind rotary tables or docking flanges, for example”, explains Norbert Heinz. The grinding cycle enables internal, external and face grinding as well as dressing of the grinding wheel. “We achieve surface qualities down to 0.4µm Ra and circularity of 5µm.”

HAVLAT has concluded a DMG MORI Full Service agreement for all of the machines: the TAIYO KOKI CGV-6, the DMC 125 FD duoBLOCK and the DMU 210 µPrecision, in order to guarantee reliable production with minimum downtime.

HIGHLIGHTS
+ Large workpieces up to ø1,250 × 1,600 mm and 2,000 kg
+ Grooving, undercutting, stock removal
+ Grinding cycles for internal, external and face grinding and dressing cycles
+ Powered dressing unit for aluminum oxide and CBN grinding wheels
+ Surface quality Ra to 0.4 µm
+ Circularity 5 µm
+ Quality 4 with diameter > 300 mm
machines.” The pallet pool with five stations was, of course, decisive for the purchase of this machine as well.

DMG MORI Full Service: All-round carefree package for new machines
With the purchase of the two 5-axis machining centers, HAVLAT also made use of DMG MORI Full Service. This is valid for the first three years after the purchase of a new machine. A fixed monthly fee covers all service and spare parts, so there are no unexpected repair costs. It goes without saying that the DMG MORI service technicians only ever use original spare parts. All travel and incidental expenses are included in the fixed price. For Sandor Pinter, Production Manager Technology, this security is worth its weight in gold in day-to-day business: “If we wish to remain competitive, we must utilize production to the full around the clock.

DMG MORI’s Full Service prevents unscheduled and lengthy machine downtime.” Its scope includes the manufacturer’s annual service with replacement of all wear parts plus machine breakage insurance.

myDMG MORI: Absolute transparency in service
The fact that innovation also optimizes service is illustrated by the introduction of myDMG MORI. The online portal enables customers to send damage reports simply at the touch of a button. “Screen shots and videos can also be attached, so the service technicians can get a better picture of a respective case”, says Norbert Heinz describing the procedure. In this way the message reaches the right service technician quickly. “We get an online confirmation and can track the status of the service process transparently at all times.” The detailed description also prevents unnecessary travel, because the DMG MORI Service can order the necessary spare parts in advance before the technician sets off.

Investment in machine tools and in personnel ensure the future of HAVLAT. “We satisfy our need for new skilled staff with 30 trainees”, says Lars Friedrich with reference to the promotion of new talent. The company has already scored top marks as a training company in a Germany-wide evaluation. This commitment also pays off for the company as a whole. Just last year HALVAT was awarded an entrepreneur prize. Lars Friedrich is convinced: “We have created an excellent basis for future generations to continue our successful corporate mission.”

1•2. The volumetric accuracy of the DMU 210 µPrecision is 13 µm and positioning accuracy is 4 µm in all axes. 3. A five-station pallet pool boosts the productivity of the DMU 210 µPrecision.

HIGH-PRECISION – MILLING, TURNING, GRINDING IN A SINGLE SETUP.

HAVLAT PRÄZISIONSTECHNIK FACTS
+ Founded in Großschönau in 1980
+ Family-run business with 250 skilled staff
+ Precision machining of components and assemblies for the machine tool construction and energy sectors

HAVLAT Präzisionstechnik GmbH
Gerhart-Hauptmann-Straße 17
02763 Zittau, Germany
www.havlat.de
The family company Riemann GmbH from Georgsmarienhütte has established itself as a reliable tool making and machining partner since 1988. Large OEMs, including those from the automotive industry, agricultural sector and mechanical engineering in general, rely on the expertise of a team of almost 50 experienced specialists. The sustained growth of the company led to a doubling of its production area in 2017 and further expansion of its capacity. Machining comprises XXL machines such as the DMU 340 P and DMU 600 P plus a DMU 90 P duoBLOCK for smaller workpieces.

A DMU 340 Gantry linear, the eighth DMG MORI model in total, will be put into operation in the fourth quarter of 2020.

Full customer care as the basis for success
As a manufacturer of tools for sheet metal working, Riemann is keenly aware of the quality parameters that the complex tools depend upon. “Together with our customers, we develop the tool concept that is right for them and know how to maximize the tool’s service life and precision. In this respect, precision and surface quality are key – one reason why we have relied on DMG MORI for over 20 years,” says Michael Riemann. Together with his brother Peter Riemann, he runs the company their father founded. The automotive industry in particular represents a large share of their sales: “On one hand, this places stringent demands on quality and precision and, on the other, the competitive pressure is enormous.”

Riemann follows an overarching strategy to meet these high demands. “Already during the planning phase, we consider all the options available to design the entire process to be efficient and customer orientated,” explains Michael Riemann. The design and manufacturing process is all about continuously optimizing all workflows. “Before a tool leaves our plant, we test it in our 2,500-ton press.” Assembly and service complete the
offer. “This comprehensive approach is sure to be an especially important success factor,” adds Riemann.

Michael Riemann lists the reasons his company has been working with machine tools from DMG MORI since 1999 as the reliability of the machines, their high precision and extended long-term accuracy: “We machine our tool components to within tens of microns.” The lead-time is often as much as 70 to 80 hours per component. “We utilize the entire range of machining technology – from 3-axis to simultaneous 5-axis milling of free-form surfaces. Ultimately, we will continue to grow successfully with DMG MORI machines.”

From small to large – everything from a single source
The production of demanding tool components is carried out on the machine tool manufacturer’s machining centers. “Whether we are producing small or large components, thanks to DMG MORI all machines come from the same manufacturer, which means we don’t need to get used to different control systems or other aspects of the machine.” For example, knives and thermoformed tools are produced on the DMU 90 P duoBLOCK and large components on the DMU 600 P with its 6,000 mm travel. “It was the second DMU 600 P installed after its launch in 2012 by DMG MORI.” The first one is at Volkswagen in Braunschweig.

Precision and surface quality are key – one reason we have relied on DMG MORI for over 20 years.

Peter Riemann (left) and Michael Riemann (right)
Managing directors of Riemann GmbH
Klaus Riemann (middle)
father and founder of the company
The second DMG MORI DMU 600 P was installed at Riemann in 2012. As an experienced partner in tool making, Riemann supports its customers in the tool planning and design phase.

DMU 340 P:
Large cubic components up to 16 t

The entire range of possibilities of the DMU 340 P, which was installed in spring 2020, was utilized. "From heavy-duty machining with more than 400 Nm torque to high-precision finishing," sums up Peter Riemann. DMG MORI ensures the required long-term accuracy with cooled linear guideways and active compensation for potential spindle misalignment. The space-saving wheel magazine offers space for 123 tools. "This allows us to significantly reduce our setup times." The work area of the DMU 340 P measures 3,400 × 3,400 × 1,600 mm and table load is up to 16 t. "This makes the machine the perfect size between the DMU 600 P and the smaller DMU 200 P, exactly right for many cubic tool components," says Michael Riemann.

DMU 340 Gantry linear:
HSC machining in XXL format

Right next to the DMU 340 P, the foundations have already been completed for another large machine from DMG MORI, which will be put into service in the fourth quarter of 2020: the DMU 340 Gantry linear with travels of 3,400 × 2,800 × 1,250 mm. The XXL model offers maximum rigidity due to its one-piece thermo-symmetrical machine bed and the overhead gantry design with uniform moving masses. "In combination with the linear drives in the X- and Y-axes, we achieve high surface quality when HSC machining," explains Michael Riemann. Another reason for this acquisition was the high table load of up to 30 t.
my DMG MORI: TRANSPARENT SERVICE WITH TRACK & TRACE

The long-term cooperation with DMG MORI has also grown in respect of service. This is a decisive factor for Michael Riemann: “In the event of machine downtime, we rely on rapid assistance and delivery of spare parts to remain competitive.” This is why he welcomes the latest developments in this area. The machine tool manufacturer has developed an online service platform called my DMG MORI, which allows users to report any problems directly – including error messages, screen-shots and videos. This means the service enquiry is immediately forwarded to the right expert who then finds a fast solution. Michael Riemann adds: “The Track & Trace function displays the status of the service process transparently at all times.”

Experienced specialists – Riemann trains its own junior staff – and reliable and innovative machinery are important for Michael Riemann looking towards the future: “We would like to continue to grow actively while retaining our regular customers and acquiring customers in new production areas and industries.”

RIEMANN FACTS

+ Founded in Georgsmarienhütte in 1988
+ Almost 50 specialists
+ Tool supplier for sheet metal processing
+ Customers from the automotive, agricultural and mechanical engineering industries

HAIMER i4.0 – Technologies for Smart Production

Tooling Technology  Shrinking Technology  Balancing Technology  Measuring and Presetting Technology

www.haimer.com
PRECISION MACHINING
FROM PROTOTYPE TO SERIES

5-axis machining of a steel extruder body.

NHX SERIES
THE NEW STANDARD FOR HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pallet size</th>
<th>NHX 4000</th>
<th>NHX 5000</th>
<th>NHX 5500</th>
<th>NHX 6300</th>
<th>NHX 8000</th>
<th>NHX 10000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>400 x 400</td>
<td>500 x 500</td>
<td>500 x 500</td>
<td>630 x 630</td>
<td>800 x 800</td>
<td>1,000 x 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. workpiece weight (Option)</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500 (700)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2,200 (3,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>630 x 900</td>
<td>800 x 1,000</td>
<td>800 x 1,100</td>
<td>1,050 x 1,380</td>
<td>1,450 x 1,450</td>
<td>2,000 x 1,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPINDLES</th>
<th>speedMASTER (#40/HSK-A63)</th>
<th>powerMASTER (#50/HSK-A100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spindle</td>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spindle option</td>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<6 WEEK DELIVERY TIME FOR SELECTED MODELS
Aerospace, medical and mechanical engineering are only three of the key industries from which Werner Hübner GmbH, founded in 1975, receives demanding production orders. The subcontractor from Lüneburg has become well established in the region and employs around 100 skilled staff. Their range of services not only includes complex prototypes but also series production of the workpieces. Activities are carried out in a 4,300 m² production site, which currently houses 25 machine tools from DMG MORI. Twelve of these have been installed since 2017, including four DMU 60 eVo universal machining centers, DMF travelling column machines, a DMP 70 with WH 3 Cell and a CMX 600 V. The company expanded its horizontal machining capacity with three models from the NHX series, an NHX 6300 and two NHX 4000s.

"Thanks to our 52 DMG MORI machines, complaints can be counted in tenths of one percent." Hans-Georg Hübner Owner and managing director of Werner Hübner GmbH

32 machines in 3-shift operation: Customer complaints can be counted in tenths of one percent
Growing customer relationships and winning new business affirm the long-held business philosophy of Hübner. “For prototype production, we work closely with many customers in the early developmental phases to optimize the machining of demanding parts,” says Hans-Georg Hübner, son of the company founder and company owner since 2006, referring to his employees’ many years of experience. In 3-shift operation, they ensure that only faultless components leave the plant, even in the case of short delivery deadlines. Hans-Georg Hübner quantifies the quality: “The complaint rate can be counted in tenths of one percent.” To keep the quality at a consistently high level, he places value on good training; from conventional machining on a lathe through to programming 5-axis applications. “Trainees and apprentices always make up at least ten percent of our workforce and we are delighted at the top marks regularly awarded.” Hübner has trained six national winners, 13 state winners and many trade organization winners.

Investments in DMG MORI models:
Production on machines with an average service age of five years
For Hübner, modern production technology is the second foundation for perfect machining results. The company has been relying on CNC technology from DMG MORI since 1986. “With the latest investments, the average age of the machines on the shop floor has been five years since 2017,” explains Anna Wöhler, member of the board of management. She also worked early on in production at Hübner while studying for her industrial engineering degree and is keenly aware of the demands associated with machine tools: “The diversity of DMG MORI models offers us the perfect production solution for every application.”

NHX with SIEMENS: Flexible personnel planning thanks to a standardized control concept from a single source
The control technology also plays a role in the selection of the machines. “We always try to install a machine with a SIEMENS control system to enable us to utilize our employees in a flexible way,” says Anna Wöhler. “And we are almost always able to find the right machine with SIEMENS at DMG MORI.” When DMG MORI also offered the NHX 4000 with a SIEMENS control system, Hübner was one of the first customers in 2018. According to Hans-Georg Hübner, the concept of horizontal machining is a good fit for their production for a variety of reasons: “Chips fall unhindered, there is a lot of travel in the Y-axis and the stable construction, with a short distance between the spindle and the table, allows vibration-free machining.” The rigidity and the linear scales in the NHX models mean they also have high repeatability.

HIGHLIGHTS
+ speedMASTER spindles up to 20,000 rpm or 250 Nm
+ powerMASTER spindles up to 16,000 rpm or 1,413 Nm
+ toolSTAR magazine with up to 60 tool pockets or wheel magazine with up to 303 tool pockets for tool replenishment during production (SIEMENS only)
+ CELOS with MAPPS on FANUC or CELOS with SIEMENS (for NHX 4000/5000/5500/6300)
NHX: Multiple workholding solutions and setup during machining

The first purchase of an NHX 4000 was followed by another NHX 4000 and an NHX 6300, which Hübner uses to machine larger cast iron housings, for example. The travels on this model are 1,050 × 900 × 1,030 mm. Maximum table load is 1,500 kg. The smaller NHX 4000 offers 400 kg table load and travels of 560 × 560 × 660 mm. Anna Wöhl er considers the productivity of the NHX horizontal machining center to be a further plus point: “We can clamp a tower that can be loaded with components on all four sides. This drastically reduces setup times.” The introduction of NHX machines meant that many workpieces could be moved from vertical to horizontal machining centers. “The pallet changer is also a decisive factor. Setup during production allows us to maximize machine utilization.” This advantage quickly becomes apparent, particularly for large series production.

Expansion of capacity in all areas: 5-axis machining and bar turning

The high investment in the machines can also be seen in all other production areas at Hübner: The team manufactures components on ten 5-axis simultaneous DMG MORI models, including the DMF travelling column machines, the four DMU 60 eVos, as well as the MILLTAP 700 compact machining centers and a DMP 70 with WH 3 Cell. “We have been using several MILLTAP 700 machines for some time now, two of which are also automated,” says Hans-Georg
Hübner. The improved ergonomics and the 15 percent higher speed of the DMP 70 quickly convinced him to install this compact machining center. The most recent purchase was in the turning department. In addition to three CTXs and one SPRINT 50, another turning machine is now being used: a SPRINT 65 with a bar loader. The CMX 600 V, which was installed in 2019, is quite special. It was our 50th DMG MORI machine, which was celebrated with a BBQ for all the employees.

The next generation, Anna Wöhler and Janina Hübner, the daughter of the owner, supports the management board and are already in the starting blocks. Hans-Georg Hübner looks optimistically to the future with them. The company would like to continue the growth seen over the past years: “We have built up sufficient capacity with the investments in production technology from DMG MORI.”
Based in Saitama, Japan, KT Tech manufactures components for robotics, the medical sector and the food industry. By entering the semiconductor industry, the young company has expanded its production capacity. Production is designed for small batch sizes and a variety of different workpieces. Above all, there is a high demand for precision. Orders from the semiconductor industry in particular are setting new standards. In order to meet such requirements, KT Tech has relied on CNC technology from DMG MORI for many years. The 27 models include turning centres in the NL and NLX series as well as ten turning/milling centres in the NT and NTX series. One of the more recent installations is an NTX 2000.

Precise components machined to ±5 µm for the semiconductor industry

Thanks to Turn & Mill technology from DMG MORI, new business sectors have opened up. As a supplier to key industries such as the semiconductor and medical sectors, KT Tech is faced with the challenge of manufacturing high-precision components economically on a daily basis. “This is why we depend on advanced and flexible CNC technology,” explains Toshinobu Kamiyama, President KT Tech. 6-sided Turn & Mill complete machining is the solution to significantly shortening delivery times, reducing set-up effort and increasing capacity. “Component accuracy also improves when we clamp less frequently. This enabled us to open up new markets such as the semiconductor industry.”
Turn & Mill raised our product portfolio by 40 percent.

Toshinobu Kamiyama
President
KT Tech Co., Ltd.

Tools. “Thanks to integrated turn-mill machining, we can perform all operations on the NTX 2000 that would normally require different turning centers and milling machines,” says Toshinobu Kamiyama. Manual deburring is also eliminated thanks to 5-axis machining. The heart of the machine is the compactMASTER turning/milling spindle, which with over 120Nm provides the same milling performance as a normal machining centre. It also comes with a 36 month unlimited hours warranty. Since the introduction of turning/milling centres, KT Tech increased its production capacity by 40 percent to around 1,400 workpieces per month. The range of components that can be produced on the NTX 2000 extends up to a diameter of ø660 mm and a maximum length of 1,540 mm.

±5 µm thanks to turning and 5-axis milling in a single set-up

For KT Tech, one of the most important points when using the NTX 2000 is the high precision of the turning/milling centre. “The combination of turning and 5-axis simultaneous machining in one clamping allows us to produce complex geometries within a tolerance of ±5 µm,” says Toshinobu Kamiyama, pleased with the impressive results. There were learning curves in the area of programming: “The complexity in turning/milling requires a rethink, which our young employees were able to master quickly and successfully after a four-week training course.”

With NTX machines into the future

KT Tech will stick to its strategy of further optimizing processes: “We will continue to invest in advanced technologies such as 6-sided complete machining on the NTX models in the future,” Toshinobu Kamiyama looks ahead. “With the NTX machines, we will be able to flexibly and productively handle the increasingly varied production.”
ULTRASONIC microDRILL

THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS PUTTING ITS MONEY ON ULTRASONIC – UP TO 30,000 MICRO DRILLED HOLES IN QUARTZ GLASS

- ULTRASONIC: Established technology for the production of complex components made of glass and ceramics
- Semiconductor industry: Growth market with increasing demands on performance
- Your advantage: Considerably higher productivity, lower component damage (SSD) and high process reliability
- Flexible integration into ULTRASONIC machines via HSK-A63 interface

ULTRASONIC microDRILL
UP TO 50% FASTER THAN A CO₂ LASER

- Motor spindle up to 32,000 rpm for drilling from ø 0.1 mm
- Automatic ejector mechanism for cores from the hollow diamond drills
- Excellent process reliability thanks to fully integrated regulation of the drilling force < 1 N
- ICS with separate fine filtration and flow rate control starting from 1 l/min

From October 1, 2020:
SAUER GmbH will become ...

DMG MORI
ULTRASONIC | LASERTEC

ULTRASONIC site:
DMG MORI
Ultrasonic Lasertec GmbH
Gildemeisterstraße 1
55758 Stipshausen
Tel.: +49 6544 99199 0

LASERTEC site:
DMG MORI
Ultrasonic Lasertec GmbH
DECKEL MAHO-Str. 1
87459 Pfronten
Tel.: +49 8363 89 0

3D (hybrid) WILL BECOME DED (hybrid)

SAUER GmbH, well known for machines in the ULTRASONIC and LASERTEC series since 2001, will now be managed under the company name DMG MORI Ultrasonic Lasertec GmbH. The machine names of the LASERTEC 3D and 3D hybrid series will therefore be changed to LASERTEC DED and DED hybrid.

DMG MORI is clearly differentiating between the different additive manufacturing technologies by integrating the powder nozzle technology (DED – Direct Energy Deposition) into the product name.
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

BATCH SIZE OF 1 IN SERIES PRODUCTION

+ Outstanding prerequisites: Additive manufacturing by the powder bed process with the LASERTEC SLM series
+ Growth in medical technology: Tailor-made knee and hip implants, bone plates or dental prostheses
+ Certification challenge: Digitize manufacturing processes and enable paperless documentation of material batches, for example, with TULIP
+ Powerful partner: Qualified powders from certified suppliers from the DMQP program
+ Holistic understanding of processes: Everything from a single source from additive manufacturing to CNC machining
+ Full support: Consultation, design and ramp-up of production with experts from ADDITIVE INTELLIGENCE

Titanium knee implant

Titanium spinal implant

From October 1, 2020: REALIZER GmbH will become ...

DMG MORI Additive GmbH
Gildemeisterstraße 60
33689 Bielefeld
Tel.: +49 5205 74 2357
Additive manufacturing and high-precision milling: With six LASERTEC 12 SLM, two DMP 70 and one MILLTAP 700, LABVISION has established a hybrid process chain in dental technology.

LABVISION produces implants, prostheses and frameworks for dentists and dental laboratories.

LABVISION, from Bucharest, Romania, was launched in 2014 to consolidate the distribution of intra-oral and lab scanners and modeling software with the manufacture of high-quality dental prostheses and implants. The 15-strong team combines extensive expertise and many years of experience in clinical dentistry technology with professional skills in modern CAD/CAM manufacturing processes. LABVISION puts its trust in DMG MORI for innovative solutions. The process includes additive manufacturing using the powder bed method in six LASERTEC 12 SLMs and three compact machining centers – one MILLTAP 700 and two new DMP 70s.

“CAD/CAM manufacturing solutions have become increasingly important in dental technology over the past few years,” explains Dr. Radu Ignatescu, Managing Director of LABVISION. This applies to small systems as well as larger-scale ones. “Industrial manufacturing of dental prostheses and individual components for implants is growing faster than ever before.” LABVISION has positioned itself as a full-service supplier. LABVISION covers the entire range of services from scanners and the associated CAD design software through to the manufacture of advanced, high-accuracy frameworks.

As a full-service supplier, LABVISION has all modern technologies at its disposal including compact machining centers from DMG MORI.

The machine fleet has recently been expanded by six LASERTEC 12 SLMs for powder-bed additive manufacturing of metal workpieces. “This allows us to offer an integrated process that enables high-precision machining of complex geometries in cobalt chrome or titanium,” says Dr. Radu Ignatescu, explaining the investment.

LASERTEC 12 SLM:
Closed powder circuit and focal spot diameter of 35 µm

One reason for LABVISION installing the LASERTEC 12 SLMs is their past experience with DMG MORI. “We have been using the MILLTAP 700 since 2018 and are very satisfied with the quality and service from DMG MORI,” says Dr. Radu Ignatescu. They were also impressed with the performance and build of the LASERTEC 12 SLM. “The closed powder circuit is a big advantage, as it provides us with excellent and consistent control of the respective powders.” Moreover, the precision of the powder bed machine in combination with the large build volume were also decisive factors. “A focal spot diameter of 35 µm...
With a focal spot diameter of 35µm and a build volume of 125 × 125 × 200 mm, the LASERTEC 12 SLM is unique in this class of machine.

Dr. Radu Ignatescu
Managing Director LABVISION

and a build volume of 125 × 125 × 200 mm are unique in this class of machine. “Overall it is possible to achieve a workpiece density of 99.8 percent in cobalt chrome. “This corresponds to almost the reference value in conventional processes.” The saving in materials is also an advantage compared to machining.

DMP 70: Dynamic precision machining of advanced materials
The recent installation of two DMP 70s means that LABVISION has now completed its additive manufacturing process. According to Dr. Radu Ignatescu: “This is a hybrid process. We build up the complex dental products in the powder bed as a first step, followed by precise post-processing on the DMP 70.” A comprehensive cooling system and high-precision machine components guarantee precision. For LABVISION, the high dynamics with rapid traverses of 60 m/min, 2 g acceleration and chip-to-chip times of 1.5 seconds also make the DMP 70 unbeatable when it comes to machining of dental products, states Dr. Radu Ignatescu: “We use it to produce cobalt chrome, titanium and also zirconia workpieces from the commonly used discs.”

Single-part production to within microns
With the help of DMG MORI technologies, LABVISION manufactures the entire range of dental implants, prosthetics and dental fittings. “Each part is unique, as it is specifically produced for a patient,” Dr. Radu Ignatescu emphasizes. The complexity of these products is just as challenging as the accuracy requirements. “The tolerances are up to 4µm, with a surface finish of Ra 0.1.”

Dr. Radu Ignatescu believes the increasingly digitalized processes in dental technology offer great potential for disruptive innovations. 65 percent of dentists are planning to purchase an intraoral scanner within the next two years. “This will continue to accelerate processes and means we will also be challenged in production to continuously optimize our processes – as is currently the case with the LASERTEC 12 SLM.”

LABVISION FACTS
+ Founded in Bucharest in 2014
+ 15-strong team with many years of experience in dental technology
+ Manufacturing of high-quality dental prostheses for dentists and dental laboratories

LABVISION
Aleea Alexandru nr.21, sector 1
Bucuresti, Romania
www.labvision-dental.com
CUSTOMER STORY – SULZER MANAGEMENT LTD.

25-FOLD SHORTER LEAD TIMES THANKS TO DED HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

It’s all upwards from here – Sulzer’s individual pump solutions in the oil and gas, energy and water treatment sectors can reach several thousand meters of head. Founded in 1834 in Winterthur, Switzerland, the company has been developing pumps for industrial applications since 1860. Sulzer also concentrates on the manufacture of complex rotating components as well as on separation, mixing and application technologies. With 180 production and service locations worldwide and 16,500 employees, the company works closely with its customers and takes innovative approaches to manufacturing, as demonstrated by the acquisition of a LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid (NEW: DED hybrid) from DMG MORI. Sulzer has been setting new standards in the manufacture of impellers using laser metal deposition since 2018.

Blade wheels are among the most heavily stressed components in pumps designed by Sulzer. Particulates in the liquids and acids can cause enormous wear. Nevertheless, the components are designed for a service life of 20 years. “The systems work much longer, however,” explains Robin Rettberg, who is responsible for manufacturing technologies at Sulzer. “If an impeller like this has to be replaced, our customers need a spare part quickly.” As these are mostly custom-made products, the company is unable to simply rely on its stocks.

Conventional process – 25 weeks lead-time
The challenge with impellers lies in their complex geometry. The conventional manufacturing process includes the design and production of a mold, casting of the raw part and then final machining of the impeller, but it is not possible to reach all areas of the raw part using traditional methods. “The impellers have channels that sometimes run up to 360 degrees around the wheel,” says Robin Rettberg. The complex process could take a total of at least 25 weeks.

The ability to add material and mill workpieces alternately means that impellers can be manufactured with channels that run up to 360 degrees around the wheel.

Sulzer uses SIEMENS NX for CAD and CAM programming. Even at this early stage, there is a need for new ways of thinking about additive manufacturing to achieve optimal results.

The original manufacturing process for complex impellers took as long as 25 weeks due to the production of the casting mold. Additive manufacturing on the LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid reduces this to less than a week.

New way of process optimization and increased efficiency through hybrid manufacturing
When additive manufacturing had developed into a serious production alternative, Sulzer began to look at the different processes. While the first powder bed solutions involved difficulties in post-processing and were limited to layers to build up material, in 2018 DMG MORI came up with a solution in the form of a hybrid complete machining concept on a LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid. Based on a 5-axis machining center, the LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid combines additive manufacturing using a powder nozzle with sophisticated and highly precise milling to within microns in one clamping. “This allows us to alternately build almost any geometry in 5 axes and to finish mill important component areas before they are no longer accessible,” says Robin Rettberg, describing the process. “This includes areas that were previously unable to be machined in the casting.” Improved surfaces allow...
The DED hybrid technology from DMG MORI has enabled us to shorten our manufacturing process from 25 weeks to less than one week.

Robin Rettberg
Responsible for manufacturing technologies at Sulzer

Sulzer to achieve higher efficiency. There is also a further advantage over the earlier powder bed solutions: “Component diameter is not restricted by a build chamber of limited size.” The LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid offers travels of 735 × 650 × 560 mm.

SIEMENS NX – hybrid CAD/CAM for product development, design and manufacture

Robin Rettberg was quickly confronted with a typical challenge of additive manufacturing after introducing the new process: “New ways of thinking are necessary as early as the design stage to ensure the potential of hybrid manufacturing can be fully exploited.” Sulzer therefore uses SIEMENS NX for CAD and CAM programming. The software has been developed in cooperation with design engineers from DMG MORI and SIEMENS and is the most powerful solution in the area of powder nozzle technology from programming to production.

Advanced additive process – one week lead-time

Manufacturing impellers continues to be a complicated process. The design and programming alone take up approximately half a week. Ultimately, the new hybrid process is many times faster. “We are able to reduce the entire lead-time from 25 weeks down to less than one,” Robin Rettberg is pleased at the milestone. The fast material build rate of the LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid also contributes to this. Depending on the material, it is 1 kg per hour.

Now that Robin Rettberg and his team have established a reliable process for manufacturing impellers on the LASERTEC 65 3D hybrid, Sulzer is sure that this is a pioneering solution. “We would like to continue to increase capacity in this area as the technology allows us to react even more flexibly to customer requirements.”

Should our current machine no longer be able to meet demand, we have already had a look at the LASERTEC 125 3D hybrid from DMG MORI. It offers the same technology and hardware with which we are already very familiar and well trained. Due to its size, it also opens up the option of processing components up to ø1,250 mm and 745 mm in the Z-axis, and up to a max. weight of 2,000 kg.
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my DMG MORI
The new customer portal for service optimization

MORE SERVICE
Fast support and live processing status of your service requests

MORE KNOWLEDGE
All relevant documents can be accessed digitally

MORE AVAILABILITY
A direct line to a service expert with guaranteed prioritized processing, registration in < 3 minutes

Every customer benefits – at no extra charge. Already 20,000 registered customers with more than 80,000 machines in 9 months!

my DMG MORI is currently available in member states of the European Union, UK, Switzerland, Norway and India.

You too can benefit!
Register now for free:
myDMGMORI.com
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